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Abstract

A smooth scheme structure on the space of limits of Azumaya algebra structures on a free rank

4 module over any noetherian commutative ring is shown to exist, generalising Seshadri's theorem

in [13] that the variety of specialisations of (2 x 2)-matrix algebras is smooth in characteristic ^

2. As an application, a construction of Seshadri in [13] is shown in a characteristic-free way to

desingularise the moduli space of rank two even degree semistable vector bundles on a complete

curve. As another application, a construction of Nori over Z (Appendix, [13]) is extended to the

case of a normal domain which is a finitely generated algebra over a universally Japanese (Nagata)

ring and is shown to desingularise the Artin moduli space [1] of invariants of several matrices in

rank 2. This desingularisation is shown to have a good specialisation property if the Artin moduli

space has geometrically reduced fibers—for esxample this happens over Z (cf. [4]). Essential use is

made of M. Kneser's concept [6] of "semiregular quadratic module". For any free quadratic module

of odd rank, a formula linking the half-discriminant and the values of the quadratic form on its

radical is derived.
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1 Introduction and Overview

The problems addressed below arose from a study of Seshadri's paper [13] in which the base field k

is assumed to be an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from two. In the following

it is shown that the results of [13] extend over an arbitrary base scheme, and in fact, the methods

used are characteristic-free.

The central result of [13] can be described as follows. Let X be a smooth, irreducible, complete

curve of genus g > 2 over k. Let U^s(n, 0) be the normal projective variety of equivalence classes

of semi-stable vector bundles on X of rank n and degree zero (Seshadri, [12]). Let Ux{n, 0) be the

smooth open subvariety oilAx
s{n, 0) consisting of isomorphism classes of stable vector bundles. This

subvariety is precisely the set of smooth points of Ux
s(n, 0) unless n = 2 and g — 2 in which case

Ux
s(n,0) is smooth (Narasimhan-Ramanan, [10]). Two models describing the desingularisation of

Ux
s(2,0) are known. Narasimhan and Ramanan in [11] describe one which works in characteristic

zero. Seshadri in [13] defines (for any characteristic) a variety Afx(^,0) whose closed points are

certain stable parabolic vector bundles (in the sense of Mehta-Seshadri [8]) of rank 4 and degree zero

on X. He also constructs a map n2 : Mx{^, 0) —>• Ux
s(2,0). This is seen to be a desingularisation

in characteristic zero. Section 6 below shows that the morphism -KI may be constructed in positive

characteristic as well, and further that it is a desingularisation.

In the construction of the above desingularisation, one of the crucial steps is to prove that

the variety of specialisations of (2 x 2)-matrix algebras with a fixed identity is smooth over an

algebraically closed field k of characteristic 2, extending Seshadri's result ([13], §2, Theorem 1) for

char(/c) ^ 2. This is proved more generally in Section 4, i.e., by showing the existence of a smooth

scheme structure on the topological space of limits of free rank 4 Azumaya algebra structures with

a fixed identity, on a module over a noetherian commutative ring, the identity being assumed

extendable to a basis. Section 2 defines precisely the underlying topological space of limits.

In Section 5, the existence of a smooth scheme structure on the space of limits of free rank

4 Azumaya algebra structures with (not necessarily fixed) identity, on a module over a noetherian

commutative ring, is deduced from the main theorem of Section 4. It implies that the variety

of specialisations of (2 x 2)-matrix algebras (with identity elements varying) is smooth over any

algebraically closed field.

Artin in 11] defines a Z-scheme which is a coarse moduli space for the various module structures

over the non-commuting polynomial ring (in a fixed number of indeterminates) on a fixed free finite

rank module. This moduli space can be constructed over any commutative noetherian base ring.

Nori in the Appendix to [13] constructs a candidate which would desingularise the Artin moduli

space in dimension 2 over the integers, and the smoothness of this candidate is a consequence of the

main theorem of Section 5. In fact, in Section 7, it is shown that a desingularisation of the Artin



moduli space in dimension 2 can be constructed over a normal domain which is a finitely generated

algebra over a universally Japanese (Nagata) ring. This desingularisation is further shown to have a

good specialisation property provided the Artin moduli space has geometrically reduced fibers, which

for example is the case over the integers.

Seshadri's proof of Theorem 1 in [13] uses the existence of nonsingular quadratic forms on

a 3-dimensional vector space. But in char.2, such forms do not exist. This can be remedied by

considering semiregular quadratic forms, which nevertheless do exist. Generalities on semiregularity

are recalled in Subsection 3.1 below. The notion of a semiregular quadratic form was introduced by

M. Kneser [6]. It is defined for a quadratic module of odd rank over any commutative ring, allowing

the results of this paper to be formulated over an arbitrary base. Semiregularity is studied in detail

in [7], where it is shown to be the correct analogue of nonsingular quadratic form in characteristic

two. Therefore the methods of proof below are characteristic-free.

The author came across another notion called nondegeneracy, defined by Dieudonne in [3],

which is used by Borel in [2] to study orthogonal groups over fields of characteristic two. While the

definition of semiregularity uses the notion of half-discriminant, the definition of nondegeneracy

involves the values of the quadratic form on the radical of its associated symmetric bilinear form

(nondegeneracy is recalled and generalised in Subsection 3.2 below). In Subsection 3.3, a formula

linking the half-discriminant and the values of the quadratic form on its radical (valid for any free

quadratic module of finite odd rank over any commutative ring) is derived. This is used to show

that the notion of nondegeneracy can be generalized, to the case of quadratic modules that are

finitely generated and projective of constant odd rank over any commutative ring, and moreover

that this generalised notion coincides with the notion of semiregularity.

Further investigation of the method of proof of the main theorem of Section 4 has led the

author to develop a "Theory of Degeneration of Certain Rank 3 Quadratic Spaces", which will be

the content of [16].



Part I : Smoothness

2 The Space Sp-Azu^ of Certain Limits of Rank 4 Azumaya Al-
gebras

Notation 2.0.1 Let R be a noetherian commutative ring with 1. All schemes considered will

be noetherian .R-schemes. Let M be a finitely generated i?-module. If X is an .R-scheme, and

fx '• X —)• Spec(i?) is the structure morphism, then the coherent C^-module fx(M) will be

denoted by Ox ®R M (here M also denotes the coherent sheaf of modules on Spec(i?) to which

M corresponds). Prom now on, W will denote a free .R-module of finite rank m and w € W part

of an .R-basis: {w = wo,w\,... ,wm-\}. From Subsection 2.3 onwards, it is assumed that m — n2.

By abuse of notation one often denotes the (contravariant) functor of points

Morii-Schemes(-'X) : { # - Schemes} —> {Sets}

of an .R-scherne X by X(-). If T is a functor defined on i?-schemes and 5 an i?-algebra, then

^•(Spec(5)) will be shortened to T{S).

2.1 Certain Functors of Algebra Structures on W

Definition 2.1.1 For any i?-scheme X, define AlgW(X) to be the set of all possible Ox-algebra

structures on Ox ®R W. Note that an algebra structure need not be associative and it need not

have a multiplicative identity. Next, let Assoc-AIg^ (X) denote the subset of Alg (X) consisting of

associative O^-a-lgebra structures on OX®RW that have Ox®RW as the identity for multiplication,

where Ox ®R W is the global section of Ox ®R W induced by w G W. In particular, this means

that for each (commutative) .R-algebra 5, Alg (5) (respectively Assoc-AIg (5)) is the set of all

5-algebra structures on Ws '•— W ®R S (respectively the subset of Alg (5) of associative algebra

structures that have w ®R IS as the identity element for multiplication).

Remarks 2.1.2

1. The above definitions give rise to contravariant functors

Algiy , Assoc-AlgTy^ : {R — Schemes} —> {Sets}

and Assoc-Algw^ is a subfunctor of Mgw-

2. The functor Alg is represented by

Mgw := Spec (Sym^ \{WR* ®R WR* ®R WR)*])



the scheme of algebra structures on W; for if S is an R-algebra, then we have the canonical

bijection

Ws* ®s Ws* ®s Ws = Hom5_bi l inear (Ws x Ws, Ws) : fA <-* A

of A\gw(S) with the set A\gw(S), which is functorial in the i?-algebra S. Here * denotes

the operation of taking the dual module and SymR(M) denotes the symmetric algebra of an

.R-module M.

3. It is easy to see that the subfunctor Assoc-AlgH/ is represented by a closed subscheme Assoc-AIg^

of

2.2 Generalities on Azumaya Algebras

Recall 2.2.1 Let X be a noetherian jR-scheme. A structure A of a sheaf of associative Oj^-algebras

with identity on a sheaf of C?x-modules M is called an Azumaya Ox-Algebra if M is coherent,

locally-free and the natural Ox-algebra homomorphism

A ®ox A°p —y End0x {A) — A* ®ox A given on sections by a <g> b0p i-> (a; i->- axb)

is an isomorphism, where Aop denotes the sheaf of Ox-algebras opposite to A.

The following standard properties of Azumaya algebras will be needed in the sequel.

PROPOSITION 2.2.2 Let S and S' be noetherian commutative rings with 1 and S' an S-algebra.

Further let A be an associative S-algebra with identity.

1. If A is an Azumaya S-algebra, then A®s S' is an Azumaya S'-algebra.

2. If S is an algebraically closed field, then A. is Azumaya over S iff it is isomorphic to the algebra

of (n x n)-matrices over S for some n i.e., over algebraically closed fields the only Azumaya

algebras are the matrix algebras.

3. A is an Azumaya S-algebra iff Ap is an Azumaya Sp-algebra for every prime ideal p of S and

A is finitely generated as an S-module.

4. // A is finitely generated and locally-free, and if A 05 S' is an Azumaya S'-algebra, and further

if S' is faithfully-flat over S, then A is an Azumaya S-algebra.

5. If A is free of finite rank as an S-module, then A is an Azumaya S-algebra iff A ®% S is an

Azumaya K-algebra for every algebraically closed field K which is an S-algebra.



Properties (1), (3) and (4) are easy. As for the nontrivial part of (2), if A is Azumaya over S,

then by [5], Chap.9, Theorem(9.7), A is isomorphic to an algebra of square matrices of order n

(for some n) with entries in a finite-dimensional central division algebra D over S. But since 5 is

an algebraically closed field, D = 5. Property (5) above can be deduced from (3) and (4) and an

application of Nakayama's lemma.

PROPOSITION 2.2.3

1. Let Y be an R-scheme and F a coherent locally-free Oy -module which has the structure A of a

sheaf of associative algebras with identity. Then the subset

U(Y, A) := {y € Y | Ay is an Azumaya OyiV — algebra}

is an open (possibly empty) subset.

2. U(Y, A) is the maximal open subset restricted to which A is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras.

3. Further let f : X —> Y be a morphism of R-schemes such that f*(A) is an Azumaya Ox-

algebra. Then f factors through the open subscheme U(Y,A) defined above.

The proof that U(Y, A) is open follows from an application of Nakayama's lemma. The proof of (2)

follows from (3) of 2.2.2. The proof of (3) uses all assertions of 2.2.2 (especially (4)) and is easy,

hence it is omitted.

2.3 The Scheme Azuw> of Azumaya Algebras

The notations of 2.0.1 continue to hold; in particular from now on, Rank^VF) = m = n2.

Definition 2..3.1 For each .R-scheme X, let AzuH/u,(X) be the subset of Assoc-AlgH/w(X) consist-

ing of Azumaya Cx-algebra structures on W ®R X.

Remark 2.3.2 That Azuiy^ is indeed a subfunctor of Assoc-AlgM/^ follows from (1) of Proposition

2.2.2 above.

PROPOSITION 2.3.3 AzuW/u, is an open subfunctor of Assoc-AIg i.e., it is represented by

an open subscheme Azuyy,w of

PROOF: For ease of notation, set Y = A\gw. Let B denote the sheaf of Oy-modules corresponding

to W®jiSymR [{WR* ®R WR* <8>R WR)*] which is free of rank n2. The claim is that B has a natural

structure of a sheaf of Oy-algebras. To see this, one just has to look for a natural morphism of

Oy-modules B®oY B —> B or what is the same thing, for a global section of B* ®oY &* ®oY &• Now



B* ®oY B* ®oY B corresponds to the 5 := Symfl [(WR* ®R WR* ®R WR)*]-module M = (W* ®R

W* ®R W) ®R S which in turn corresponds to the geometric vector bundle V = Spec (Sym5(M*))

over Spec (S) = A\gw. Therefore, it is enough to give a global section of V over A\gw. But it

is straightforward to see that V = A\gw xR A\gw. Now there is a canonical diagonal morphism

S : Algw —> A\gw xR Alg^, and one checks that this gives the required global section of V. Next

let Bw denote the restriction of B to Assoc-Algty^. Notice that it is a sheaf of associative algebras

with identity w ®R C/\|g • In the notations of (1) of Proposition 2.2.3, consider now the open

subset U(Assoc-A\gWw,Bw). Denote by Azuw,w the canonical structure of open subscheme on this

open subset. From (2) of Proposition 2.2.3, the restriction B'w of Bw to Azu\y,w is an element of

AzuTy u, (Azuw>») • From the fact that Bw is a universal family for isomorphism classes of pairs (A,ip)

where A is an associative Ox -algebra with identity and ip : A = W ®R X is an isomorphism of

Ox -modules mapping the identity onto w <S>R X for any i?-scheme X, it is now routine to verify

that Azuw,w represents AzU|yu,. Q.E.D.

2.4 The Space Sp-Azu^

Definition 2.4.1 Let Sp-AzuWw denote the topological closure of the open subset underlying

Azuw,w i

THEOREM 2.4.2 When the rank ofW is 4, on Sp-AzuWu; there exists a structure of closed sub-

scheme o/Assoc-AlgWw (also denoted by Sp-AzuWw/) which is isomorphic to AR—the 9-dimensional

(relative) affine space over R. In particular, Sp-Azu^.^ is a smooth R-scheme and will be called "the

scheme of specialisations of free rank 4 Azumaya algebra structures on W with fixed unimodular

identity w ".

The proof of the above Theorem involves the use of semiregular quadratic forms. These are recalled

in the next section.

3 Generalities on Semiregular Quadratic Forms

Notation 3.0.1 R will denote a commutative ring and (V,q) will denote a quadratic module with

the .R-module V finitely generated and projective of constant odd rank n.

3.1 Semiregularity

The following definitions and results are recalled from Chap.IV, Sec.3 of [7]. Consider the quadratic

module (R.Q,qo) over

#0 := Z[&,Cij] (1 < *J'< n, i < j)

10



with the standard basis {ej | 1 < i < n} where

%{ei) ~ d, bqo(ei,ej) := Qj (i < j).

Here, as usual, bqo denotes the symmetric bilinear form associated to the quadratic form go-

By Lemma (3.1.2), Sec.3, Chap.IV of [7], the discriminant d({ei}) := det (bqo(ei,ej)) equals

2-Pn(Ci)Cy) f°r a uniquely determined polynomial Pn in RQ.

Recall 3.1.1 For any n-tuple {/j | 1 < i < n} of elements of V, the element dq({fi}) := Pn{q(fi), bq(fi, fj))

is an element of R; in the case when the module is free and the chosen n-tuple is an i?-basis, this

element is called the half-discriminant of (V,q) with respect to this basis. Let do(V,q) denote the

ideal in R generated by the elements dq({fi}) for all possible n-tuples. Call (V, q) a semiregular

quadratic module and q a semiregular quadratic form if do(V, q) = R.

Remarks 3.1.2

1. Assume that V is free. Then q is semiregular if and only if there exists a basis {/j} with respect to

which the half-discriminant is a unit. If this is the case and if {/t'} is another i?-basis for V, with

fj = Y,Uijfi, then it is proved in Sec.3, Chap.IV of [7] that dq({fi}) = dq({f-}). det ((u^)2)

from which it follows that the half-discriminant with respect to any basis is a unit.

2. When 2 is a unit in R and V is free, q is semiregular if and only if it is regular (=nonsigular),

i.e., iff the associated bilinear form may be used to identify V with its dual for any fixed basis

or equivalently the determinant of the matrix of the associated bilinear form with respect to

any basis is invertible.

3. If char(A;) is 2, there are no regular quadratic forms on an odd-dimensional vector space. However

semiregular ones do exist in these cases. Let V be free of rank 3 over R with basis {ei, e2,63}

and S a commutative it-algebra. Then the quadratic form q : V <g>ij S —> S given by

x(ei ® 1) + y(e2 <8> 1) + z(e3 <g> 1) 1—> yz - x2

is easily checked to be semiregular.

The following is Proposition (3.1.5), Sec.3, Chap.IV, [7]. This is recalled here and will be used later

in this section.

PROPOSITION 3.1.3 Let (V,q) be a quadratic module of odd rank over a commutative ring R.

The following properties are equivalent:

1. q is semiregular.

11



2. q <g> (R/m) is semiregular over R/m. for every maximal ideal tn of R.

3. q ® i?m zs semiregular over Rm for every maximal ideal m of R.

4. q ® S is semiregular over S for some faithfully-flat R-algebra S.

Thus semiregularity is preserved under extension of scalars.

3.2 The Notion of Nondegeneracy

Definition 3.2.1 Given the quadratic i?-module (V,q), its radical, denoted V(q), is defined to be

the subset of V defined by

{veV\bq{v,v') = 0Vv'eF}.

Remarks 3.2.2

1. The radical of (V, q) is a submodule of V since it is the kernel of the linear map V —> V* which

sends v € V to the linear form v' i-» bq(v,v').

2. Note that the radical is also the left- (and right-) kernel of the bilinear form bq.

3. When V is a finite dimensional vector space over over a field R, the quadratic form q is regular
if and only if its radical is zero.

4. If q is regular, since n is odd it follows that 2 is necessarily a unit in R. Thus for a free module

in char.2 it follows that the radical is nonzero and hence every quadratic form is necessarily

nonregular.

Recall the following notion from Chap.V, (23.5), of Borel [2] (who in turn quotes Dieudonne [3]):

for a quadratic module (V, q) of odd dimension over a field k of char.2, q is said to be nondegenerate

iff V(q) is 1-dimensional and further for each v € V(q) — {0}, q(v) is nonzero. Now extend this

definition to the case char (A;) ̂  2 as follows: q is nondegenerate iff it is regular (i.e., iff V(q) = 0).

Definition 3.2.3 Let R be any commutative ring and let (V, q) be a quadratic module such that

the i?-module V is finitely generated and projective of constant odd rank. Call q nondegenerate if

for each maximal ideal m of R, the quadratic form q ® (R/m) is nondegenerate in the above sense.

Remark 3.2.4 It can be seen that for any odd rank quadratic module (V, q) over a perfect field of

characteristic 2, the rank of bq cannot be zero (i.e., V(q) cannot be all of V) under the hypothesis

that q does not vanish on nonzero elements of its radical. In particular, in the above definition, when

R — k a perfect field of characteristic 2 and n = 3, the requirement that V(q) be 1-dimensional is

redundant.

12



3.3 A Formula for the Half-Discriminant

THEOREM 3.3.1 Let (R^^qo) be the generic quadratic module as described just before defini-

tion 3.1.1. Let {xi,... ,xn} be indeterminates and let IQ be the ideal in RQ[X\,... ,xn] generated

by the expressions that are the rows of the column vector defined by

Vo := (&go(e;,e,,))

i.e., if we denote the i 'th row by Vo,i then Jo := (Vb,i> • • • •> Vo,n)- Further, for each k, 1 < k < n, let

I$fi denote the ideal generated by {Vo,i | i i=- k} so that IQ^ C IQ. Then in the ring Ro[x\,... , xn]/Io k

(and hence also in the ring Ro[xi,... ,xn]/Io) one has the following identity:

ti,tij) = (^LiXiCi + ̂ l<i<j<nXiXjCij) {Mkk(bqo(ei,ej)))

where 2Pn = det(bgo(ei,ej)) as noted just before Defn. 3.1.1 and where Mkk denotes the (k,k)-

minor.

PROOF: One has, say for k — 1 :

2 0
, . , . T> If. f.A — /r>^ nt>f 1 - x\

2Ci C
C12

Cln

12 Cln

Now one performs the following elementary operations on the determinant in the right side of the

above identity:

1. push an x\ into the first column of the determinant;

2. if Ci denotes the i'th column, replace C\ by C\ + H^XiCf,

3. push the remaining x\ into the first row of the determinant;

4. if Ri denotes the i'th row, replace R\ by R\ + )

After all this the above identity reads

2x2
1Pn((i,(ij) =

2C2

C,2n

V0,n

Reading the identity modulo 7o,i and cancelling off the factor 2, one gets the required result. Q.E.D.

The above Theorem may be applied as follows to obtain a formula linking the half-discriminant

and the values of the quadratic form on its radical, valid for any free quadratic module of finite

odd rank over any commutative ring.

13



Corollary 3.3.2 Let R be any commutative ring, V a free R-module of odd rank n andq a quadratic

form on V. Let {/i,... , fn} be an R-basis for V. Then one has for each v = S/tyfc/fc in the radical

V(q), and for every k with 1 < k < n, the following identity in R :

i, . . . , / « ) = q(v)Mkk(bq(fi, fj)).

PROOF: Define the ring homomorphism Ro[xi,... , xn] —>• R by

&j |-» bq(fi, fj) and xt i-> y».

Therefore Pn(Q,(ij) ^ dg({fj}) and (S,rr?Ci + E^-a^Cy) •-»• q(v). But since v e V(q), this

homomorphism factors through Ro[x\, • • • ,^n]/Jo- Now apply the previous Theorem. Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.3.3 The quadratic form q is semiregular in the sense of 3.1.1 if and only if it is

nondegenerate in the sense of 3.2.3.

Remark 3.3.4 The theory of semiregular quadratic modules over a commutative ring developed

in [7] holds good for nondegenerate quadratic modules. In particular, the word "semiregular" may

be replaced by "nondegenerate" in the Proposition 3.1.3. Hence the notion of nondegeneracy is

preserved under extension of scalars.

Proof of Corollary 3.3.3: In view of (1) 44> (2) of Proposition 3.1.3 and Definition 3.2.3, it is

enough to consider the case when R is a field K. If char(if) is not 2, the proof follows from (3) of

Remarks 3.2.2 and (2) of Remarks 3.1.2. So assume that char(K) is 2.

Semiregularity => Nondegeneracy: Apply the above corollary with R = K. By (1) of Re-

marks 3.1.2, dq(f\,... , fn) is nonzero. Hence for any v ^ 0 G V{q), choosing any k such that

Uk 7̂  0, the formula of the corollary implies that both q(v) and Mkk{bq{fi,fj)) are nonzero. Hence

q is nondegenerate.

Nondegeneracy => Semiregularity: Continuing with the above notations, one sees that since

V(q) is one dimensional, one may choose the basis {fj} in such a way that (i) bq is nonsingular on

the subspace generated by {fj\j ^ n} and (ii) V(q) is generated by fn. Apply the previous corollary

with this choice. Taking v — fn in the formula there, one gets that dq ( / i , . . . , fn) is nonzero. Now

use (1) of Remarks 3.1.2. Q.E.D.

4 A Smooth Scheme Structure on Sp-Azu^

Notation 4.0.1 The notations of 2.0.1 and 3.0.1 continue to hold. In addition, the W of 2.0.1 is

assumed to be of rank 4, and the V of 3.0.1 is assumed free of rank 3 over R with basis {ei, e2, e$}.
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Let {X1,X2,X3} be the dual basis for V* = HomR(V,R). Then

{Yij := Xi.Xj, Yk :=Xl l<i<j< 3, 1 < k < 3}

is an .R-basis for S2{V*)—the degree 2 part of the symmetric algebra over R of V*. The symmetric

algebra over i? of S2(V*) is then given by

R\Vi, Y^] := R[YU Y2, Y3, Y12, Y13, Y23].

From Subsection 4.2 onwards, the modules W and V with R bases {w = too, • • • , ̂ 3} and {ei, e2,e3}

respectively shall be considered as R-direct summands of the free .R-module C of rank 8 with .R-basis

{d ; Wj ; 51 1 < i < 3, 0 < 7 < 3}.

4.1 The Scheme <3>y of Quadratic Forms on V

Definition 4.1.1 For each i?-scheme X, let $y(X) denote the set of quadratic forms q : V ®

Ox —> Ox on the trivial bundle V ® Ox of rank 3 over X "with relative fiber type V".

Remarks 4.1.2

1. The above definition gives a contravariant functor $y : {R — Schemes} —> {Sets}.

2. With the notations of 4.0.1, let <fry := Spec(i?[5^,lij]). Then the i?-scheme $y represents $ y .

To be more precise, the pair ($y, q) represents $ v , where q is the universal quadratic form

o n F ® O$v corresponding to the one given by

V ®R R[Yh Yij] —> R[Yi, Yij] : e,- ® 1 —> 1̂  (1 < « < 3)

with associated symmetric bilinear form given by

bq(ei ® 1, ej ® 1) = Yijt (1 < i < j < 3).

Definition 4.1.3 With the notations of the previous definition, let 5&fT(X) be the subset of $y(X)

corresponding to semiregular quadratic forms. Here one calls a quadratic form q : V <8> Ox —> Ox

semiregular if there exists an open affine covering {Spec(S'j) | i € 1} of X such that for each i,

the induced quadratic form qi : V ® Si —> Si is semiregular in the sense of 3.1.1. In view of the

equivalence of (1) and (3) of Proposition 3.1.3, it is clear that the above definition of semiregularity

is independent of the choice of the open covering.
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Remarks A.I A

1. A direct computation shows that the polynomial Pn(&, (ij) introduced just before 3.1.1 for n = 3

is given by

4ClC2C3 + Cl2Cl3C23 - (ClCls + C2d23 + C3Cl2)-

Then Pz(Yi,Yij) is a polynomial function on $ y . One sees from 3.1.1 that $ y is an open

subfunctor of <&_v for in fact 3?y is represented by the open subscheme of <&y given by

where R[Yi,Yij]p3(YitYv) denotes localisation.

2. The universal quadratic form q of (2) of 4.1.2 induces a semiregular quadratic form qsr : V

3. The set $ y (X) is nonempty for any .R-scheme X. If {Spec(Sj) | i € 1} is an open affine covering

of X, then for each i the point (—1,0,0,0,0,1) G $v(5j) which corresponds to the quadratic

form qi : V <S>R Si —> Si given by

x(e1 <g> 1) + y(e2 <E> 1) 4- z(e3 ® 1) 1—5- yz - x2

is semiregular (by (3) of 3.1.2) i.e., qi 6 J?y (Si) V i € I. Now since $ y is representable, it

follows that $ y (X) is nonempty.

4.2 The Morphisms 9 and ©

Let S be a (commutative) i?-algebra. For an 5-quadratic form q € 3?y(<S) on V5 := V <8>ij 5, let

C(^S)?) denote the 5-algebra structure on Cs •— C <8IR S (cf. 4.0.1) with multiplication *q such

that

1. (ei ® 1) *g (e2 ® 1) := (ioi <8> 1), (e2 0 1) *q (e3 ® 1) := (io2 ® 1), (e3 ® 1) *9 (ei <g> 1) := (tu3 ® 1);

2. ((ei ® 1) *g (e2 ® 1)) *9 (e3 ® 1) := (5 ® 1);

3 . (ei ® 1) *q [a ® 1) := g(ei ® l)(itf0 ® 1), (1 < * < 3);

4. (^ ® 1) *q {ej ® 1) + (e, ® 1) *9 (e< ® 1) := 6g(e, ® 1, ej ® l)(w0 ® 1), (1 < t < j < 3);

5. w ® 1 = IUO <8> 1 is to be the identity element for the multiplication *9 and

6. the multiplication *q is to be associative.
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Now Cs — Ws © Vs © S.S and by the very definition of *q it can be seen that Ws is closed under *g.

Let Co{Vs,q) denote the subalgebra (Ws, *g) and C\(Vs,q) denote (Vs © S.5) as its 5-submodule.

Then it is easily seen that C(Vs,q) - C0(Vs,q) ® Ci(Vs,q) is a (Z/2)-graded S-algebra, with

Co (Vs, q) consisting of even degree (or zero degree) elements and C\ (Vs, q) consisting of odd degree

(or positive degree) elements. Further, one obviously has Co(Vs,q) € Assoc-AIg (

Definition 4.2.1 Let 0 denote the collection of maps

$V(S) —> Assoc-AlgH>(g) : q^C0(Vs,q)

where S ranges over commutative i?-algebras.

Remarks 4.2.2

1. The definition of *q above implies that if S' is a commutative 5-algebra, then

C(VS> = VS ®S S',q®S S') = C(VS,q) ®5 S'.

This implies that 9 can be extended to a morphism of functors

2. By (3) of 2.1.2 and (2) of 4.1.2, # corresponds to an i?-morphism

0 : $y —

3. Let Cliff(Vs, #) denote the Clifford algebra of the quadratic module (Vs,q)- It is an associative

5-algebra with 1 and a homomorphism i : Vs —> Cliff:(Vs,q) of S-modules which are univer-

sal with respect to the property i(x).i(x) = q(x)-lQ\\ffrVg\ V x € Vs (see Theorem (1.1.2),

Seel, Chap.IV, [7]). Therefore by the definition of *q one gets an 5-algebra homomorphism

CWff(Vs,q) —> C(Vs,q) which carries i(Vs) into Vs. That this homomorphism is in fact an

isomorphism follows by applying the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem (see Theorem (1.5.1),

Seel, Chap.IV, [7]). Thus C(Vs,q) can as well be taken to be the Clifford algebra of the

quadratic module (Vs, q) and then Co(V"s, q) will be the even Clifford algebra. Notice that the

underlying module of Co(Vs,q) is canonically Ws i-e., is independent of q.

Let G\-w be the jR-groupscheme of linear automorphisms of W i.e., with functor of points GL̂ y

given by GLW(S) = GL(Ws)- Then G\-w acts canonically on the -R-scheme Alg^/ (cf. (2) of 2.1.2).

This action is best described in terms of its functor of points Alg^ as follows.
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Definition 4.2.3 GLW(S) acts on Alg (5) by the action map

(M(S) : GL(WS) x Mgw(S) - » Mgw(S) : (g, A) . - • g • A

where the multiplication -(g.A) in 3 • A is related to -^ on A by

K ) -(9.A) (w") - g{{g-lw) -{A) {g-lw")) for any w',w" € Ws.

Definition 4.2.4 Let H_w be the subgroupfunctor of GL̂K given by

HJS) = {ge GL(WS) | g(w

Remarks 4.2.5

1. iJw is represented by the closed subgroupscheme Hw of given by the stabilizer of w G W.

2. It is obvious that the left-action of GLw on Algw induces a left-action of Hw on the closed

subscheme Assoc-AIg^/^ which restricts to a left-action on the open subscheme Azuw,w-

3. If one identifies W with i?4 by mapping the basis elements WQ = w,wi,W2,W3 respectively onto

the standard basis (column) vectors

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1

_o_

0
0
0

_i_

then one sees that the subgroup H_W(S) C QLw(^) m a v be identified with the subgroup of

GL(A, S) consisting of matrices of the form

B
w i t h B €

Definition 4.2.6 Let Aw be the subgroupfunctor of H_w defined as follows. Let AW(S) be the

subgroup of H_W{S) consisting of matrices of the form („ 1 j 3) where I3 is the 3 x 3-identity

matrix in GL(3,5).

To understand the relevance of Aw with 6_, let Oĵ  € $y {X) denote the zero quadratic form. When

X — Spec(5), 0^ will be written 0s. Consider the associative i?-algebra structure

which is the even Clifford algebra of the zero quadratic i?-form on W (cf. (3) of 4.2.2). It is in fact

commutative, since all products Wi.Wj = 0 for 1 < i, j < 3. Let Stab# ((Ao)R) denote the stabilizer

subgroup functor of (>lo)/e m ILW- Then a straightforward computation gives the following:
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L e m m a 4.2.7 1. Aw is represented by a closed normal subgroup scheme Aw of Hw.

2. Stab# {{AO)R) is represented by a closed subgroupscheme Stab#w ((AQ)R) of HW whose set of

S-valued points is given by

0 }
3. Hw is the semidirect product of Aw with S t a b ^ ((AQ)R) .

By the above, the Hw-orbitscheme of the commutative algebra (AQ)R is isomorphic to Aw. Therefore

one is led to make the following definition:

Definition 4.2.8 Let 9 : |>y x Aw —> Assoc-AlgH/^ be the morphism of functors given by the

composition

^ A Assoc-AIg^,t y x Aw - ^ Assoc-Alg^, x ATO A Aw x Assoc-AIg^. - A Assoc-AIg

where /x is the action morphism induced from that of H_w and the arrow in the middle is the "swap-

ping isomorphism". Thus, for q € %/{S) and (t) :— (Q
 1 j 3) € AW(S), one has by definition:

R e m a r k 4.2..9 © corresponds to an i?-morphism © : $ y XR AW —> Assoc-AlgWu;.

Now Theorem 2.4.2 will be proved by establishing the following

THEOREM 4.2.10 1. 0(X) is injective for each R-scheme X; in other words, 0 is an immer-

sion.

2. Let Im(&) denote the image of 0 as a subfunctor of Assoc-AlgWur Then Im(&) is a closed

subfunctor; in other words, © is a closed immersion.

3. The topological space underlying the closed subscheme Im(@) (which represents Im(@)) is pre-

cisely Sp-Azuw)U;. Thus the closed subscheme structure Im(Q) on Sp-Azu^^ is isomorphic to

$ v *RAW.

The key to the proof of the above is the explicit computation of 0 . Since the definition of 0 involved

(9, the latter is to be computed first.
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4.3 Computations of 9 and 0

Computation of 6. The following outlines the method to compute the multiplication *g in the

algebra 0{q) — Co{Vs,q) for q € ^y(S'), 5 a commutative i?-algebra with 1. Let q correspond to

the point (Ax, A2, A3, Ai2, Ai3, A23) € S6 (cf. (2) of 4.1.2) i.e., q{e{ ®\) = \ and bq{ei 0 1, ej 0 1) =

Xij, (1 < i < j < 3). Then Co(Vs,q) is the associative 5-algebra structure on Ws with identity

element w® 1 = WQ ® 1 corresponding to the even Clifford algebra of (Vs, g) (cf. (3), 4.2.2). Further,

since the toj 0 1 are an 5-basis for W5, it is therefore enough to compute (wi 0 1) *q (WJ 0 1) for

(1 < hj < 3). Let 6ijk{q) denote the coefficient of Wk ® 1 for 0 < k < 3 in the expression for

(wi ® 1) *q (WJ ® 1), for each pair of indices (i, j) with 1 < i,j < 3. These 0ijk(q) are polynomial

functions of the A; and the Xjk which may be computed explicitly as follows. For example, suppose

one wants to compute the product (W2 <8> 1) *q (w\ ®1). Using the properties required of *g mentioned

in the beginning of subsection 4.2, one gets the following:

(w2 <8> 1) *q (w\ ® 1) := {(e2 <2> 1) *q (e3 ® 1)} *g {(ex <g> 1) *q (e2 ® 1)}

1 ) - (e3 0 1) *g (e2 0 1)} *g {Ai2(w 0 1) - (e2 0 1) *q (e : 0 1)}

0 1) - A23((e2 0 1) *q (ei 0 1)) - Ai2((e3 0 1) *q (e2 0 1))

+ {(e3 0 1) *q (e2 0 1)} *g {(e2 0 1) *q {e\ 0 1)}

0 1) - A23 (Ai2(^ 0 1) - {{ex 0 1) *q (e2 0 1))}

- Ai2 {X2z{w 0 1) - ((e2 0 1) *q (e3 0 1))}

+ {(e3 0 1) *9 ((e2 ® 1) *9 (e2 0 1)) *9 (ei 0 1)}

0 1) + A23(-u/i 0 1) + Xi2{u>2 0 1)

+ {(e3 0 1) *g (A2(w 0 1)) *9 (ei 0 1)}

0 1) + A23(wi 0 1) + Ai2(iU2 0 1 ) + A2(^3 0 1).

Thus #210(9) = -A12A23, ^211(9) = A23, #212(9) = A12, and $2n{q) = A2. In a similar fashion, the

other products may be computed.

Computation of 6 . The following result is needed to compute 6 from 6_.

Lemma 4.3.1 Let q 6 $y(5) and {t) : = ( 0 * I* 3 ) e AW{S), for a commutative R-algebra S with
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1. Let *(qyt) denote the multiplication in the algebra ©(<?, (t)) = (i).Co(V, q) and as before, *q denote

the multiplication in Co(V,q). Then one has

1. (t){wi <g> 1) = ti(w ® 1) + (wi ® 1) for (1 < i < 3);

2. ( i ) " 1 ^ ® 1) = -<i(w ® 1) + K ® 1) /or (1 < t < 3);

3 . (tyj <g> 1) *((7)i) (ioj <g> 1) = {t)({wi ® 1) *g (m,- (8) 1)) - tj{wi <8) 1) - ij(tOj <8) 1) - i»tj(w <g> 1).

P R O O F : The first two formulae follow easily by direct computation. To prove the third formula,

one uses the first two formulae alongwith the following one:

{wi <g> 1) *(,) t) (Wj ® 1) = (i) { ( U r V * «> 1)) *9 ( ( i )" 1 !^- ® 1)) } •

Q.E.D.

Proof of (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.10: One may now compute the multiplication in the

algebra (t)-Co{V,q) by making use of the formulas listed in the previous lemma. The method

for computing the products of the form (wi <g> 1) *q (WJ <g> 1) had already been illustrated before

the lemma. Let ®ijk(q, (t)) denote the coefficient of Wk ® 1 for 0 < k < 3 in the expression for

((wi 0 1)) *(9>t) ((WJ <8> 1)), for each pair of indices (i,j) with 1 < i, j < 3. These ®ijk(q, (£)) are

polynomial functions of the A s and the t s. Computations give in particular the following:
@i32(q, (*)) = Ai ; 6213(9, (<)) = A2 ; ©231(9, GO) = -A3 ;
6122(9, (*)) = -*i ; ©133(9, (*)) = A12 - h ; ©121(9, (i)) = -t2 ;
©211(9, (t)) = A23 - 1 2 ; ©232(9, (<)) = - « s ; 6131(9, («)) = A13 - <3.

Prom these it follows that the assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.10 are valid for the restriction

of © to the subcategory of affine .R-schemes; therefore they are also valid generally.

Q.E.D. for (1) & (2) of 4.2.10.

4.4 The Isomorphism ©

The discussion now proceeds towards the proof of (3) of Theorem 4.2.10. Recall from (1) of 4.1.4

that <&fT x Aw is an open subscheme of <fry x Aw.

PROPOSITION 4.4.1 When restricted to the open subscheme # y x Aw, the morphism 0 of

4-2.9 factors through the open subscheme Azuw> (of Proposition 2.3.3) i.e., one has the following

commutative diagram

$ y x Aw

X.ST A ®S

<$y X Aw

where @sr is the restriction of © to $ y x Aw.
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PROOF: By the very definition 4.2.8, it is enough to show that the restriction 9sr of 0 (cf. (2) of

4.2.2) to <&y factors through Azupj/W, since the action of Aw on Assoc-Algjy ,̂ restricts to one on

Recall the universal family Bw on Assoc-AlgWw introduced during the proof of Proposition

2.3.3. By (3) of Proposition 2.2.3, and the very definition of fKzuw,wi it is further enough to show

that the sheaf of algebras

i!^)*Bw = 0(q*r) € Assoc-AlgH>($ff)

is Azumaya i.e., belongs to AzuWu,(^y). In other words, if R[$y] := R[Yi,Yij]p3(YitYr) (cf- (1),

4.1.4), then it must be shown that CQ(V ®nR[§y], qsr) is an Azumaya algebra over i?[$y], where

qsr is the restriction of q (cf. (2), 4.1.4).

By (2) and (5) of Proposition 2.2.2, it is further enough to show that for every algebraically

closed field K which is also an ij[$y ]-algebra,

CQ(VK,qsr ® W r ] K) ~ M(2,K).

But qsr®K is semiregular since qsr is (cf. 3.1.3), and so such an isomorphism exists by the following

result:

THEOREM 4.4.2 Let K be an algebraically closed field which is also an R-algebra, and q 6

) . Then 6_(q) = CQ(VK, q) is isomorphic to the algebra M(2, K) of (2x2) - matrices over K.

Remark 4.4.3 The above Theorem remains true when the field K is replaced by a semilocal ring

in which every element has square roots. This general result is needed in [16] where its proof is

established by direct computation. However the following gives a quick proof.

PROOF: CQ(VK, q) is an Azumaya if-algebra by [7], Chap.IV, Proposition (3.2.4), part (1). There-

fore the required result follows from (2) of Proposition 2.2.2.

Q.E.D. for Theorem 4.4.2 and Proposition 4.4.1.

Proof of (3) of Theorem 4.2.10. Before proceeding further, the following introduces the ter-

minologies "base-changes well" and "specializes well". Suppose that there is given a method by

which one can construct a 5-scheme Tg —> B over any given scheme B. Then one says that

the construction "base-changes well" if there exists a functorial identification Tg x# X = Tx

for every U-scheme X. Loosely this is often written T# XB X = Tx- For example, the schemes

<&y, AW,HW, Algvj/, Assoc-Algw^, AZUVK,™ that have been considered so far can be seen to base-

change well. Similarly suppose one is able to construct a J3-morphism fs : TB —> T'B for every
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scheme B. One says that this construction base-changes well if the constructions TB and T'B base-

change well in such a way that the base-changed morphism fs ®B X may be identified with fx

for every ^-scheme X. Note that if two constructions Tg —> B and T'B —> B both base-change

well, then so does the fiber product TB'*B T'B —>• B. A construction fs : XB —> YB in the

category of schemes over a base scheme B is said to specialize well if for every point b € B, one has

a construction /-Try : X-^TJT —> ̂ 7&7 alongwith a functorial identification of this construction with

the base change

(&) : XB

where K(6) is an algebraic closure of the residue field n(b) of I? at 6. It is obvious that if a construction

base-changes well, then it also specializes well. For example, the commutative diagram of the

previous Proposition specializes well i.e., one obtains the following commutative diagram by base-

changing to any algebraically closed field K which is also an i?-algebra:

x KWK *«•-<«<»«-, A s s o c - A I g ^

x AWK
 >K K)

where WK '•= W®RK, VK '•= V®RK and WK '•= W<S>R1K- Since open immersions are stable under

base change, both the vertical arrows are the canonical open immersions. Now on the one hand since

QK is a closed immersion (by (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2.10 proved in the previous subsection), the

image variety of the if-variety $yK x AWK under @K viz. Im(@K) — Im(Q) <S>R K is simply the

canonical structure of a reduced closed subvariety (of Assoc-AIg^ WK) on the topological image

of 0 # . On the other hand, by (2) of Proposition 2.2.2, it follows that Azuw^,.^ is nothing but

the (HW)K = ifWK-orbit of (2 x 2)-matrix algebra structures on WK with identity WK- Further

Qy x AWK is an open dense subvariety of $yK x AWK whose image under ©# goes into this orbit by

the commutative diagram above. Therefore it follows that Im(®K) is an irreducible 9-dimensional

closed subset of the closure of this orbit. However, this orbit closure is also irreducible, and is

9-dimensional by the Skolem-Noether Theorem. Therefore it follows that /m(©/r) is exactly this

orbit closure. This implies that the topological space underlying 7m(@) contains that underlying

/Kzu\y,wi a nd hence also its closure viz. Sp-AzuWur Further the fact that /KzuwK,wK is an open dense

subvariety of Jm(0^-) implies that the converse also holds, i.e., Jm(6) C Sp-Azu^^ as topological

spaces. Q.E.D. for (3) of Theorem 4.2.10.

Notation 4.4.4 The isomorphism induced by the closed immersion 0 will henceforth also be de-

noted by 0 viz.

0 : $y x Aw -=4 S
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5 Definition and Smoothness of Sp-Azu^

After having proved the existence of a smooth scheme structure on Sp-AzuWw, one is naturally led

to ask the following:

Question 1. To define, analogous to Sp-AzuWw, the space of associative algebra structures on W

with identity that are limits of free rank 4 Azumaya algebras, but without the restriction that

the identity elements for multiplication come from an element of W.

Question 2. To see if there exists a smooth scheme structure on the space defined above.

Now question (2) above is not only of interest in its own right, but also its affirmative answer implies

the existence of Nori's desingularisation of the Artin moduli space of R{X\,... ,X5}-modules of

dimension 2 over Spec(i£), as will be shown in Section 7.

The next Theorem (5.0.7) shall not only be fundamental for answering (1) above, but also

from its method of proof, the answer to (2) a,bove shall drop out as a consequence.

Definition 5.0.5 With the notations of 2.1.1, for each i?-scheme X, let Assoc-AIg (X) denote

the subset of AlgH/(X) consisting of associative Ox-algebra structures on Ox ®R W that have

an identity for multiplication. In particular, this means that for each (commutative) i?-algebra 5,

Assoc-AIg (5) is the set of all 5-algebra structures on Ws '•= W ®R S that are associative and

have an identity element for multiplication.

Remark 5.0.6 The above definition gives rise to a contravariant functor

Assoc-AlgM/̂  : {R — Schemes} —> {Sets}

and Assoc-AIg is a, subfunctor of A\g. Note also tha t Assoc-AIg is a subfunctor of Assoc-AIg .

Further it is obvious tha t the natural action (cf. 4.2.3) of GJ_W on Alg restricts to one on Assoc-AIg .

THEOREM 5.0.7 There exist an R-scheme Assoc-Algw^ on which GLw acts and a GLw-equivariant

R-immersion of this scheme into Algw such that:

1. Assoc-AlgW)* represents Assoc-Alg]y^ and the given action of GLw on Assoc-AIg^ may be iden-

tified with the natural action of GLw on Assoc-AIg .

2. When restricted to GLw x Assoc-AIg^^, the action morphism GLw x Algw —> Algw factors

through Assoc-Algw*.

A study of the functor Assoc-Ajg^^ and in particular the proof of the above Theorem is the aim of

the first subsection (5.1) below. To indicate how the above result may be used to answer question

(1) above, first consider the following
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Definition 5.0.8 Let Rank^(W) = m = n2. For each jR-scheme X, let AzuWi!(X) be the subset

of Assoc-AlgM/^(X) consisting of Azumaya Ox -algebra structures on W ®R X.

Remark 5.0.9 That f\zuw± is indeed a subfunctor of Assoc-AIg follows from (1) of Proposition

2.2.2 above. Note also that AzuWw is a subfunctor of

PROPOSITION 5.0.10 kzu.w,* is an open subfunctor of Assoc-AIg^, i.e., by Theorem 5.0.7

above, 3 an open subscheme Azuw,* of Assoc-AIg^^ that represents Azujy .̂.

PROOF: Granting Theorem 5.0.7, the proof is on lines similar to that of Prop.2.3.3: one has to

take B* to be the restriction of B to Assoc-AIg^ and let Azuw,* •= CXAssoc-AIg /̂*, #*). Then it

is easy to verify that Azuw,* represents AzuWir. Q.E.D.

The following answers question (1):

Definition 5.0.11 Let Sp-Azu^/* denote the topological space given by the closure, of the GLw-

stable open subscheme Azuw> of Azumaya algebra structures on W, in the topological space un-

derlying Assoc-AlgW:(!. One calls Sp-Azu^* the space of limits of Azumaya algebra structures on W

with arbitrary identity.

The following answers question (2):

THEOREM 5.0.12 When rankR.(W) = 4 there exists on Sp-Azu^ a natural structure of a

Q\-v/-stable closed subscheme of Assoc-AIg /̂*, which is smooth over R.

The proof of the above Theorem is the aim of the second subection (5.2) below.

5.1 The Principal AT^-bundle GL^ x Assoc-AlgWw —> Assoc-Algiy*

Notation 5.1.1 For this subsection, m = Rankji(W) is NOT assumed to be a square.

THEOREM 5.1.2 The functor Assoc-Aig^^ is representable.

The proof of the above Theorem is the aim of this subsection. In fact the proof is achieved by inves-

tigating the exact relationship of the above functor with the representable functor Assoc-AIg .

The following are the two main steps in the proof:

Step 1. Defining a covering of Assoc-Algw by certain open subfunctors Assoc-AIg for each

t € { 0 , . . . , m - l } ;

Step 2. Showing that each member of the cover above is representable.
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Step 1: An Open Covering for Assoc-AIg^^. Let the i2-basis {w = WQ, ... ,wm-\} define an

isomorphism W = Rm such that each W{ is identified as the column vector with the only nonzero

entry 1 in the (i + l)th place.

Definition 5.1.3 For each i with 0 < i < m — 1 and each .R-algebra 5, define Assoc-Alg^^ff) to

be the subset of Assoc-AIg (S) consisting of those associative 5-algebra structures A on W (B)R S

such that if the multiplicative identity e^ € A is written (uniquely !) as

eA = E^TQ1 e\.{wj ® l s ) , 4 G S,

then el
A is a unit in S.

Remarks 5.1.4

1. There is an obvious extension of the above definition so that Assoc-AlgH/j(X) can be made sense

of for any i?-scheme X.

2. Note that Assoc-AIg is a (strictly smaller) subfunctor of Assoc-AIg .

3. By the above definition, one gets (contravariant) sub-functors of Assoc-AIg :

Assoc-Algw. : {R - Schemes} —> {Sets} (0 < i < m - 1).

Definition 5.1.5 Let Aw denote the affine space corresponding to W. So if {Xi | 0 < i < r a — 1} is

the i?-basis of W* dual to the chosen i?-basis {wi \0<i<m— l}ofW, then one gets a canonical

identification

Aw := Spec(S(W*)) s S p e c ( R [ X 0 , . . . , X m _ x ] ) = A%.

For each i, 0 < i < m — 1, let Ui denote the open subscheme of Aw corresponding (under the above

identification) to A7^ — V(Xi) where V(Xi) is the closed subscheme defined by the vanishing of Xi.

Further let U := U ^ 1 ^ .

Remarks 5.1.6

1. For each i?-algebra S, Ui(S) can be identified with

e 5®m Si is a unit in 5 > .

2. For each .R-algebra 5, U(S) can be identified with

so

e s®m | 50, • • • , sm_x generate 5

\Sm-l)
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Definition 5.1.7 For each i?-scheme X, let

</>{X) : Assoc-AlgH/JX) —> AW(X)

be the map that sends an associative £?x-algebra structure A on Ox <8># W to its (multiplicative)

identity &A- Note that e& is a global section of Ox ®R W i-e., a section of px : Aw X J J I —>• X

which in turn is canonically identified with a unique morphism X —> Aw, also denoted e^ by

abuse of notation.

Remark 5.1.8 It is clear that the above definition gives a morphism of contravariant functors:

4> : Assoc-AIg^ —> Aw-

The following result relates the morphism <f> and the open set U defined above:

PROPOSITION 5.1.9 The morphism (f> defined above factors through the (functor of points of

the) open subscheme U of A\y.

The proof of the above depends on the following two results:

Lemma 5.1.10 Let B be a ring (commutative, with 1), W a finite free B-module, and w 6 W.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1. the B-linear map e(w) : B —> W given by b \—> b.w is a section to a B-linear map p : W —> B;

2. the map e(w) defined above is injective and the short exact sequence

0 —»• B e-^l W —> W/B —> 0

is split exact;

3. the map e(w) defined above is injective and W/B is protective;

4. for every B-algebra S (commutative, with ls^OinSJw^ls^GEW ®B S ;

5 . if {WJ\1 < j < n} is a B-basis for W, and ifw = 2^= 1 bj.Wj then {bj | 1 < j < n} generates B.

PROOF: It is clear that without the hypotheses of W being finite or free, one trivially has (1) -^ (2)

and (3) => (2). Further if W were free, then clearly (2) =» (3).

(5) => (1): e(w) is a section to the 5-Iinear map s : W —> B defined by Wj i—> Xj where ZjXjbj =

IB-

(1) =>• (5): By hypotheses p(w) = 1B and hence (5) follows.
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That (5) =4> (4) is trivial since a ring homomorphism is assumed to respect the identity element

for multiplication. To check (4) =» (5), consider the ideal I in B generated by all the bjS. Take

5 = k(p) the residue field corresponding to a prime ideal p of B. It is clear that Ip = Bp. Therefore

I = B. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.1.11 Let B be a ring (commutative, with 1) and A an associative B-algebra with mul-

tiplicative identity e^ 6 A. Suppose that A is finitely generated and protective as a B-module. Then

B.eA is a B-direct summand of A.

The proof of the above is easy and is hence omitted.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.9. Let S be an i?-algebra, and let (f>(S)(A) = e ^ € &w(S) = W®RS.

By the above Lemma, the short exact sequence of 5-modules

0 —-> 5 — ̂  A —> A/S —> 0

is split, where e(eA)(s) := s.e^. Now if

CA = s^To1 JA.{wj ® is), 4 e S,

then by the implication (2) => (5) of Lemma 5.1.10 above, one has that all the e^ generate S.

Therefore (2) of Remarks 5.1.6 above implies that e^ € U(S). Now if X is an i?-scheme, and

if A 6 Assoc-AlgM^(X), then it follows that <f>(X)(A) = e^ € AW(X) factors through U when

restricted to any open affine subscheme of X, thereby showing that e^ belongs to the subset U(X).

Q.E.D.

Notation 5.1.1 The morphism Assoc-AIg —> U of Proposition 5.1.9 will also be denoted by

PROPOSITION 5.1.12 For each % with 0 < i < m — 1, the following commutative diagram is

in fact a fiber product square of functors :

Assoc-AlgK/. - * U Ui

Assoc-AlgT^ - ^ u

PROOF: For each i?-scheme X, it is easily checked that the natural map

Assoc-Algw,(X) - H . Ui(X) xu{x) Assoc-AlgHV(X) : A - > (ey4, A)

(where e^ is the identity for the multiplication in the associative C^-algebra structure A on Ox ®R

W) is bijective and is functorial in JC. Q.E.D.
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Corollary 5.1.13 For each i with 0 < i < m - 1, the functor Assoc-AIg . is an open subfunctor

PROOF: Let X be an i?-scheme. By abuse of notation, X also denotes its functor of points. Let

/ : X —> Assoc-Algiy^ be a morphism (of functors). Consider the fiber product functor

X xAssoc-Alg Assoc-AIg .
—W,*

Prom the above Proposition, this is canonically isomorphic to X xy U{ which is represented by an

open subscheme of X (since U{ is an open subscheme of U). Q.E.D.

Step 2: The Representability of each Assoc-AIg^.. Let End^ denote the afHne space cor-

responding to the -R-module End#(PF). One has a natural morphism End̂ y —> Aw given by

"applying the endomorphism to w = WQ" . In terms of matrices, this is also the same as "mapping

a matrix onto its first column". Now it is easy to prove the following

Lemma 5.1.14 The above morphism when restricted to the open subscheme GLw factors through

the open subset U of Definition 5.1.5. The resulting morphism Ow : GLw —> U is surjective and

is in fact none other than the "orbit map corresponding to w ".

Definition 5.1.15 For each i?-scheme X, let

fiw(X) : GLW(X) x{SpecR)(X) Assoc-AlgH/u,(X) —^ Assoc-Alg^(X) :{g,A) *-* g-A

where "•" denotes the canonical action (cf.4.2.3).

Remark 5.1.16 It is easy to see that the above definition leads to a morphism of contravariant

functors:

ixw : GL^ x R Assoc-MgWw —> Assoc-AIg^ ,.

PROPOSITION 5.1.17 The following commutative diagram is in fact a fiber product square of

functors:

Assoc-AIg^ —?-)• U
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PROOF: Given an i?-scheme X, it is easy to see that the natural map

GLwPO X(sPecR)(x) Assoc-Alg^X) —•)• GLW(X) xu{x) Assoc-AlgH,,(X) : (g,A)

is bijective and functorial in X. Q.E.D.

,0 • A)

THEOREM 5.1.18 For each i, 0 < i < m — 1, one has the following commutative cube (in the

category of contravariant functors defined on the category of' R-schemes) all of whose faces are fiber

product squares:

GL•w-

Ou

\

u

GL i y x Assoc-AIg
W,w

(Ow) 1UixUi Assoc-AIg,,

I

Assoc-AIg

Assoc-AlgT

PROOF: First of all, one shows that there is a canonical isomorphism

i Assoc-AlgH/, ^ (Glw x u,) x A s s p c . A | g Assoc-AIg^.
W,*
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This is seen as follows:
{Ow)~l{Ui) xVi Assoc-AIg^, =*

^ ,
QLw) *Ui Assoc-Alg

H , .

S GL^ xu \Ui xu Assoc-A\gw} by Proposition 5.1.12

= (Olw X[/Assoc-AlgH^) X[/ C/i

Assoc-AlgH,uJ Xjy C/j by the previous Proposition

(ui *u Assoc-Alg

Assoc-Alg
H,,

= (GLW xRAssoc-AlgH/tc,)
i y .

(again by Proposition 5.1.12).

Therefore the right upward sloping arrow of the top face of the cube exists as mentioned. It is easy

to check that the top face is commutative, and since all other faces are commutative, the cube is

commutative. By the results so far, all the faces except the top are fiber product squares. Now it

is easy to check that if five of the six faces in a commutative cube are fiber product squares, then

so is the sixth face. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 5.1.19 The morphism Ow : GLw —> U of Lemma 5.1.14 above is in fact a

locally-trivial principal Hw-bundle where Hw is the stabilizer of w in GL^ (cf.4-2-4 and (1) of

4-2.5).

PROOF: Let S be an i?-algebra. Then (OW)~1(UQ)(S) (= the set of 5-valued points of the open

subscheme which is the inverse image of the open subscheme Uo by Ow) can be identified with the

subset of GL(m, S) consisting of matrices (s^), 0 < i,j < m — 1 such that soo is a unit in 5. Given

such a matrix (sy), it is clear that the matrix equation

/ sOo 0 0 • • • 0 \ / I # o i • • • # o , m - i \
1 yu • • • y i , m - i

• S 2 0 u i -•• u x u y 2 i ••• y 2 , m ~ i

\Sm-l,0 0 0 • • • 1/ \0 Vm-1,1 • • • Vm-\,m-\J

can be solved in GL(m, S) and in fact the solution lies in HW(S). Let UQ(S) C GL(m, 5) be the set

of elements of the form of the first matrix on the left-hand-side of the above equation (i.e., with soo

a unit in 5). Then the above equation defines in fact an isomorphism r)'o : U'Q x Hw = {Ow)~l(UQ)

such that the following diagram commutes,

OwoPl Ou
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where p\ denotes the first projection. Note that Ow : U'Q = UQ is obviously an isomorphism and

that r)'o is Hw-equivariant. The net result of the above discussion is that Ow : (Ow)~1(Uo) —> Uo

is isomorphic (over the identity morphism on Uo) to the trivial iif^-bundle p\ : Uo x Hw —> Uo,

the isomorphism of the bundle spaces being given by

Vo •= Vo ° {{Ow\U'o)~l x Idffw) :UoxHw^ {Ow)-l{Uo).

Note that 770 is if^-equivariant for the relevant canonical right-actions. Similar arguments show

that one has a iJw-equivariant isomorphism r}{ : Ui x Hw = {Ow)~l(Ui) which gives a iJw-bundle

trivialisation of Ow : GLw —> U over Ui for each i with 1 < i < m — 1. Q.E.D.

The above result will be applied as follows. Consider the following commutative diagram (whose

left square is a fiber product square):

4- - ' J

Assoc-AIg^. —-—> Ui z== Ui

The morphism Si above is the section to p\ given by the identity section of the trivial groupscheme

Ui x Hw over Ui. The identity map on Assoc-AIg . and the morphism ^JOSJO^J induce by definition a

morphism Si as marked in the above diagram. Si is a closed immersion since si is a closed immersion.

By the previous Theorem and Corollary 5.1.13, there is a canonical open immersion of the target

of Si into GL^ x Assoc-Algw . Hence Si followed by this immersion gives rise to a locally closed

immersion

Di : Assoc-AlgH,. ^ GLW x Assoc-AlgH>

which shows that Assoc-AIg . is represented by a locally closed subscheme Assoc-Alg^j of GLw x i j

Assoc-Algj^. Hence the goal of Step 2 is established:

Corollary 5.1.20 For each i, 0 < i < m — 1, Assoc-AIg is representable.

Proof of Theorem 5.1.2. By Corollary 5.1.13, {Assoc-AlgH/. | 0 < i < m — l } i s a covering

of Assoc-Algj^ by open subfunctors. Moreover each of these subfunctors is representable by the

previous Corollary. Therefore it is enough to check that Assoc-AIg is a sheaf in the Zariski

topology, which is easily verified. Q.E.D.

In fact, the discussion so far shows that the following holds (and justifies the title of this subsec-

tion):
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Corollary 5.1.21 By Definition 5.1.15, one gets a morphism

fj,w : Glw XR Assoc-AlgWjW —> Asso

which is in fact a locally-trivial principal Hw-bundle.

Remark 5.1.22 Note in particular that the above implies the proof of Theorem 5.0.7.

5.2 A Smooth Scheme Structure on Sp-Azu^ for RankR(W) = 4

Notation 5.2.1 For this subsection, m = Rankn(W) is assumed to be a square: m = n2.

THEOREM 5.2.2 Let S be a base scheme, G an S-groupscheme which is flat of finite type and

surjective over S, and f : X —>• Y an S-morphism which is also a locally-trivial principal G-

bundle (with the G-action on X on the right). Let \Z\ be a closed subset of the topological space

sp(Y) underlying Y, and let \Q\ be the closed subset of sp(X) given by the topological inverse image

of\Z\ under f. Given a G-stable closed subscheme structure Q «->• X on \Q\ ( => sp(Q) = |Q| ) , 3 a

natural closed subscheme structure Z •—» Y on \Z\ ( =$ sp(Z) = \Z\ ) which is uniquely determined

upto isomorphism and further a natural isomorphism /3 : Q ^—> {Zui) Xy (/X) such that i = px °P-

PROOF: It is not hard to see that one may reduce to the case when / is a trivial G-bundle. So

take X — Y xs G. Let s : Y —> X be the section to / induced by the identity section of G over

S. Define Z to be the scheme-theoretic intersection of the closed subschemes Q and Y in X i.e.,

Z := (QL) Xx {SY). Let s' : Z c-> Q be the base-change of 5. Define a : Z Xs G —> Q to be the

composition HQ O (S' X ida) where /J,Q : Q x$ G —> Q is the canonical right action of G on Q

induced from that on X = Y x$ G. Now it can be seen that (1) a is an isomorphism and (2) Z is

in fact the scheme-theoretic image of Q under / . Taking /3 := a"1, one sees that Theorem 5.2.2 is

proved for the present case. In the general case, it can be seen that Z is in fact the scheme-theoretic

image of Q under /. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.3 With the hypotheses of the above Theorem, Q has the structure of a locally-trivial

principal G-bundle over Z.

PROOF: By the above Theorem, the morphism / o t : Q —y Y factors through Z by a morphism

f':=pz°P-Q —> Z. Now pz is clearly a locally-trivial principal G-bundle over Z since it is the

base-change of / by i' and hence the same is true of / ' . Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.4 In addition to the hypotheses of the above Theorem, further assume that G is

smooth over S. Then Z is smooth over S iff Q is.
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PROOF: By the above Corollary, / ' is a smooth S-morphism. Notice that / ' is also surjective since

G is surjective over S. This implies the result. Q.E.D

Recall from (2) of 4.2.5 that the canonical open immersion kzuw,w '-> Assoc-AlgWu, is Hw-

equivariant. This immersion factors through the canonical closed immersion Sp-Azuww <—$• Assoc-AlgWtJ

and one has the following

PROPOSITION 5.2.5 There is a canonical left Hw-action on Sp-AzuWlu such that each immer-

sion in the sequence

Azuw,™ ^ S p - A z u ^ M- Assoc-AIg^

is Hw-equivariant.

The above result is a corollary of the following whose proof uses a curious "twisted equivariance

property" of the morphism 0 of 4.4.4 which is established in [16].

THEOREM 5.2.6 Let S be an R-algebra (commutative, with I), f G Sp-AzuVFw(5) and h G

HW(S). Then h- f G Assoc-Algw.u;(5) actually lies in the subset Sp-AzuWw(5) if det(h) G 5* has a

square root in S*.

Proof of Proposition 5.2.5. Let T be an .R-scheme, / G Sp-AzuVFiU(T) and h € HW(T). Thus

h • f G Assoc-Algjy^T). To show that h • f G Sp-AzuWw(T), it is enough to assume that T =

Spec(5). If det(h) G S* has a square root then the assertion follows by the above theorem. If

not, let s := det(h) and let S[^/s] := S[X]/(X2 — s) with y/s denoting the image of X. Let

h! := hC G HW(T') and / ' := f( G Sp-Azu^JT') where C : T' := Spec(S'[Vi]) —>• T is the

canonical morphism. By the above theorem, h' • f G Sp-AzuWw(T'). The injectivity of 5 c-* 5[\/5]

now forces h • f G Sp-kzuWw(T). Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.7 Consider the right action of Hw on GLw x Assoc-AIg^^ defined by (g, A) • h =

{gh,h~l • A) for h G HW(T), g G GLW{T), A G Assoc-AlgWw(T); T any R-scheme. Then one gets

canonical right actions of Hw on each scheme of the following sequence with respect to which each

of the following morphisms is Hw-equivariant:

GLw x AZUH/«; <->• GLw x Sp-Azu^^ <->• GLw x Assoc-AIg^^.

Proof of Theorem 5.0.12. Apply the above Corollary and Theorem 5.2.2 to the locally-trivial

principal -H^-bundle

/j Assoc-Algw)tu —> Assoc-AIg^
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of Corollary 5.1.21, with \Z\ := Sp-Azu^ and Q := GLjy x# Sp-Azu^^ where Sp-AzuW)W is

the closed subscheme of Assoc-A\gy^w isomorphic to 9-dimensional affine space over R as given

by Theorem 2.4.2 (cf. also (3) of Theorem 4.2.10). Thus one gets an i?-smooth closed subscheme

structure on Sp-Azu^ which will henceforth also be denoted Sp-Azu^. That this closed subscheme

structure is GLw-stable will be shown in Corollary 5.2.11. Q.E.D.

Corollary 5.2.8 The morphism

/j,w : GLW XR Sp-AzuWw —*• Sp-Azu^

is a locally-trivial principal Hw-bundle.

Using the Theorem of Skolem-Noether, one calculates the (relative) dimension of Sp-AzuWtu as

(n2 — 1) . Therefore the dimension of the Hw-bundle space GLw Xs Sp-Azu^^, is n4 + (n2 - I)2 .

But the dimension of Hw is n4 — n2. Hence Corollary 5.2.8 above implies the following

Corollary 5.2.9 The dimension of Sp-Azuw* is dim(Aw) + dim(Sp-AzuWm) = n2 + (n2 — 1) .

The following results answer natural questions and are required for the application in Section

7.

THEOREM 5.2.10 In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2.2, assume that G' is an S-

groupscheme and that Q, X and Y are left G'-schemes over S and further that f and i are G'-

equivariant. Then there exists a left G'-action on Z such that f (as defined in the proof of 5.2.3)

and t' are G'-equivariant i.e., the G'-action on Q descends to one on Z.

Corollary 5.2.11 Consider the canonical left actions of GLŷ  on Azujy,* and Assoc-AIg^* such

that the canonical open immersion Azuw,* "^ Assoc-Alg^+ is GLw-squivariant. Then there exists

a canonical left action of GL\y on Sp-Azu^^ with respect to which each of the following morphisms

is G\-wequivariant:

These GLw-equivariant morphisms respectively descend (via canonical GLw-equivariant and Hw-

invariant morphisms) from the following GLyy-equivariant morphisms for the canonical left actions

of GLw on the first factors (by left-multiplication):

x Azuvi/,™ c-> GLw x Sp-AzuW)TO «->• GLw x Assoc-Algw>U).
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Proof of Theorem 5.2.10. Let T be an S-scheme, g' G G'{T) and a G Z(T). Let {Xj : Uj <->

Y | j' G J} be an open covering of Y" such that -X"|£/j- =: Xj is a trivial principal G-bundle over Uj

for all j , and /j the base-change of / by Xj. Let {fij : Zj <-> Z \ j £ J} and {z/j : Tj <̂-> T | j G J}

be the induced open coverings. Let t'- : Zj <-*• J7j and ô  : Tj —>• Zj be the base-changes of t'

and o by Aj and /ZJ respectively. Since /j is strongly surjective i.e., surjective as a map of functors

of points, 3 morhisms tj : Tj —> Xj such that fjtj = L'MJ for all j . In other words, one gets a

point of (Zj xj/j. Xj)(Tj) viz. (dj,tj). But since Q - ^ (Zt') Xy (/X), 3 morphisms TJ : Tj —> Q

such that f'-yj = iijdj and «7j = X'jtj (where A'- is the base-change of Aj by / ) . If p' := g'vj, then

one gets morphisms g'j • jj : Tj —> Q, g'j • {X'jtj) : Tj —> X, g'j • (XJI'^GLJ) : Tj —> Y such that

i(g'j • TJ) = g'j • (X'jtj) and f(g'j • (X'jtj)) = g'j • (Xji'jCLj) in view of the G'-equivariance of 1 and / . It

is now easy to check that the morphisms f'(g'j • -jj) : Tj —> Z patch to give a morphism denoted

g' • a :T —> Z. By construction, g' • a satisfies i!(g' • a) = g' • (t'a). Using this it is straightforward

to see that the map

G'(T) x5 ( T ) Z(T) —»• Z(T) : (g',a) ^ g' • a

is functorial in T thereby giving an 5-morphism G' x$ Z —> Z, and further that this defines a

left-action such that 1' and / ' are G'-equivariant. Q.E.D.

Recall the terminology "base-changes well" introduced in the beginning of the Proof of (3),

Theorem 4.2.10, following Theorem 4.4.2.

THEOREM 5.2.12 In addition to the hypotheses of 5.2.2 and 5.2.4, further assume that G,

i : Q "—> X, and f : X —> Y base-change well. Then t' : Z •-> Y also base-changes well.

Note that the discussion so far (especially Cor.5.2.11) together with the above Theorem implies

the following

Corollary 5.2.13 The following commutative diagram base-changes well:

GLw x AZUVKW °Pen> GLw x Sp-Azu^^ cose > GLw x

I I I
Assoc-AIg^

I-
open - ,, closed

> SpAzu >

Proof of Theorem 5.2.12. Let 5 = Spec(i?), R' a commutative il-algebra with 1, and S' :=

Spec(i?'). Then because Z$' is the scheme-theoretic image of Qs' = Qs xs S' under fs> ° is1 =

(foL)xsS'mYS' =YsxsS'J 3 an 5'-morphism ( : Zs> —> ZxsS' such that Cof's> = f's><-sS'.

Thus C is a surjective closed immersion. Note that Zs< and Z xgS' are both smooth/S'. It follows

that if S' were reduced, then £ would have to be an isomorphism. Thus the morphisms induced

by C a t the geometric points of 5 ' are all isomorphisms. Hence (, is flat and hence faithfully flat
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(since it is surjective). But then ( being a closed immersion implies that it must be an isomorphism.

Q.E.D.
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Part II : Applications

6 Application 1: Existence of the Seshadri Desingularisation in
Positive Characteristic

Notation 6.0.1 The following notations will be in vogue throughout this section:

X: a smooth, irreducible, complete curve of genus g > 2 over an algebraically closed field k.

, 0): the normal protective variety of equivalence classes of semi-stable vector bundles on X

of rank n and degree zero (see Seshadri [12]).

, 0): the smooth open subvariety of ZY)p(n, 0) consisting of stable vector bundles. This subva-

riety is precisely the set of smooth points of Wjp(n, 0) unless n = 2 and g = 2 in which case

U^s(n, 0) is smooth (see Narasimhan-E^amanan [10]).

jO): the category of rank n and degree 0 vector bundles on X.

, 0): the subcategory of Vx(n, 0) consisting of semistable vector bundles.

Vx(n, 0): the subcategory of Vf-5(ra,0) consisting of stable vector bundles.

The problem is to desingularise £Yjp(2,0). Seshadri's solution in [13] involves the following steps:

Step 1. To look for a naturally denned variety which could be the desingularisation;

Step 2. Showing that the variety of Step 1 is birational to Wjp (2,0);

Step 3. Showing that the variety of Step 1 is smooth;

Step 4. Showing that the birational morphism of Step 2 extends to a desingularisation morphism.

Strictly speaking, the proof in [13] works only when char.(A;)=0, because the assertion of the crucial

Step 2 is not explicitly proved there.

Step 1 is due to Seshadri for any characteristic: in [13] he defines a variety .A/x(4,0) whose

geometric points are certain parabolic stable vector bundles of rank 4 and degree zero on X. The

construction is recalled in 6.1 below.

As for Step 2, Seshadri in [13] defines a bijection from the open subvariety of stable bundles

into an open subvariety A(f (4,0) C jvx(4,0), valid for any characteristic. In 6.1.3, it is verified

that this map is indeed a morphism, a fact not explicitly proved in [13]. The aim of the rest of

subsection 6.1 is to show that this morphism is birational in positive characteristic. The proof below

first shows that this is generically a smooth morphism (cf. 6.1.7), and from this the birationality is
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deduced. In the case of zero characteristic this would follow from general considerations since by

construction it is already a dominant morphism. The importance of Step 2 lies in the fact that the

very existence of the desingularisation morphism (Step 4) relies on this birationality.

As for Step 3, Seshadri's methods in [13] show that one may reduce to proving that Sp-AzuWjb)Wfc

is smooth. However, his method involves: (1) defining an "unrigidified" version SpA^2 of the functor

of points of the variety Sp-Azuĵ fc)Wj. ; (2) showing that 3 a canonical morphism of functors Fi —>

SpA^2 which is formally smooth; and (3) showing that F% is represented by A/x(4,0). Now (3) uses

the assertion that the parabolic moduli space is a fine moduli space, which was not proved explicitly

in [13]. Further, the definition of F2 involves the use of rigidified parabolic families. Subsection 6.2

below sketches a direct proof of Step 3 which completely avoids (1), (2) and (3).

Subsection 6.3 gives the construction of the desingularising morphism (Step 4).

6.4 announces the generalisation of the above result over an arbitrary base.

6.1 The Birational Model A/|(4,0) of W|(2,0)

6.1.1 A Parabolic Stable Structure A(W) on (W © W) for W Stable

Recall from [12] that there is an equivalence of objects in V)p(n, 0) such that the set of equivalence

classes is precisely the set of (closed) points of an integral normal projective moduli scheme of finite

type UxS(n, 0) which has the universal mapping property for families of semistable vector bundles

in V)p(n,0) parametrized by noetherian fc-schemes. Further recall that this equivalence reduces to

isomorphism on the subcategory V^(n, 0) which mod isomorphism is precisely the set of (closed)

points of the smooth open subscheme ZYf (n, 0) corresponding to stable bundles.

Throughout this section one works with parabolic vector bundles of a certain type, which is

recalled below. Note that the notion of a parabolic structure on a vector bundle is quite general and

the fundamental work of Mehta-Seshadri [8] contains a full discussion. However in the following

what is recalled is sufficient for the purposes of this section.

Recall 6.1.1.1 Fix a (closed) point P £ X{k) and a pair of real numbers (01,02) such that

0 < oi < 02 < 1. A parabolic structure at P with weights (01,02) on an object V G V^(4,0)

is a pair (V, A) where A is a codimension 1 subspace of the fiber Vp of V at P. The parabolic

degree of (V, A) is denoted pardeg(V, A) := 01 + 3.02 and the parabolic slope of (V, A) is denoted

par/j,(V, A) := (01 -f 3.O2)/4. Often pardeg(V) and par/j,(V) are used as shorthand notations when

a parabolic structure on V has been specified. Let W be a proper sub-bundle of V. Then given a

parabolic structure on V, W acquires the structure of a parabolic sub-bundle (W, A|W) of (V, A)

which is defined as follows:
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Case 1 if Wp is not a subspace of A, then A\W := Wp D A and

pardeg(W, A\W) := degree(W) + a\ + (rank(W) —
parfi(W,A\W) := pardeg{W, A\W)/rank(W);

Case 2 if T/Fp is a subspace of A, then A\W := (0) and

, A|W) := degree(W)
parii(W,A\W) := pardeg(W, A\W)/rank{W).

Given a parabolic structure on V, it is called a parabolic semistable (respy. parabolic stable) structure

if the following condition is satisfied: "for every proper sub-bundle W of V given the structure of

a parabolic sub-bundle of V as explained above, one has par/j,(W) < par/j,(V) (respy par/j,(W) <

Notation 6.1.1.2 The symbols PVx(4,0), PV|-5(4,0) and PVf-(4,0) will respectively denote the

category of parabolic, parabolic semistable and parabolic stable vector bundles on X as defined

above with the underlying vector bundles being of rank 4 and degree 0.

The following result is a special case of Proposition l(b) in [13] under the hypothesis that a^ is

chosen sufficiently small. However, an analysis of Seshadri's proof shows that one may omit this

hypothesis.

PROPOSITION 6.1.1.3 There exists a parabolic structure (W © W,A(W)) € 7?V^(4,0) for

each WE Vf (2,0).

6.1.2 Uniqueness of A(W) upto Isomorphism

PROPOSITION 6.1.2.1 The association W £ Vf (2,0) n- (W®W,A(W)) € Fl4(4,0) , where

A(W) is given by Proposition 6.1.1.3 above, goes down to an injective set-theoretic map

C| : W|(2,0)(fc) = (Vi(2,0)/ S) - 4 (7>Vf (4,0)/ ^ ) .

The well-definedness of the above map depends on the following result, which is a special case of

Proposition l(d) of [13]. This result is extremely crucial for the construction of the morphism (f

in the next Subsection.

Lemma 6.1.2.2 ForW € Vf (2,0) one has (W@W,A{W)) S (W®W,A) for any (W®W, A) €
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Proof of the above Proposition. Well-definedness of (vf: Suppose one is given an isomorphism

(/ : W = W) G Vf (2,0). Then one gets an isomorphism (/ © / : W © W s W' © W) € V|5(4,0).

Pick any A(W) and A(W) as given by Proposition 6.1.1.3. Obviously one has the isomorphism

= (W'®W',fP(A(W)))eVVs
x(4,0).

But by the above Lemma, one must have

(W © W, A(W)) = (W 0 W, /P(A(W))) in PV|(4,0).

Injectivity of £.f: This follows from the facts that an isomorphism of parabolic vector bundles implies

(by definition) an isomorphism of the underlying vector bundles, and that if W, W € Vĵ (n, 0) then

(W © W) = (W © W) =• W = W (by Proposition 3.1 of [12].) Q.E.D.

6.1.3 The Morphism C# : W|(2,0) —»• PW^(4,0)

The following recalls the basic properties of the moduli space of parabolic semistable vector bundles

on X in PV|5(4,0) (cf. 6.1.1.1) from the paper of Mehta-Seshadri [8].

THEOREM! 6.1.3.1 With the notations of 6.1.1.1 above one has the following:

1. on 7?Vf-5(4,0) there is defined a natural equivalence of objects such that the set of equiva-

lence classes is the set of (closed) points of a normal projective integral scheme of finite

type VU^f(4,0) of dimension Ag where g is the genus of X ;

2. the above equivalence reduces to isomorphism on the subcategory W^ (4,0) and the set of iso-

morphism classes is precisely the set of (closed) points of a smooth open subscheme VU^{A, 0)

of VUf (4,0) ;

3. VUxS{4,0) has the universal mapping property for families of parabolic semistable vector bundles

on X in 7?Vjs(4,0) parametrized by noetherian k-schemes.

With the above notations, one has

THEOREM 6.1.3.2

1. The injective set-theoretic map of Proposition 6.1.2.1 above is the underlying map (on closed

points) of a morphism of finite type of k-schemes
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2. Let k C K be a field extension into an algebraically closed field K and let XK '•— X ®^ K. Then

the corresponding morphism of K-schemes

is simply the base change of < f̂c. In particular, the topological map underlying the morphism

<^2k is injective.

Recall 6.1.3.3 The integral smooth open subscheme £/j|(2,0) of Ux
s(2,0) is the geometric quo-

tient under a free action of PGL(n, k) (for a certain n) on an integral smooth open subscheme Rx

of a certain Grothendieck Quot scheme. There is a locally universal family W of vector bundles

on X in Vx(2,0) parametrized by Rx such that if qi : Rx —> W§(2,0) is the geometric quotient

morphism and if Wr is defined to be the base change of W to a point (over k) r : Spec (K) —> Rx,

then for every closed point r, after identifying X x^ Spec (A;) with X, q2(r) = [Wr]. For further

details, see [12]

With the above notations, one has the following:

Lemma 6.1.3.4 Let W 6 Vf (2,0) and let r be a closed point of Rx such that q2(r) = [W] = [Wr].

Let A(Wr) be given by Proposition 6.1.1.3 such that (Wr ©VVV, A(HV)) € VVx{4,0). Then A(Wr)

can be extended to give a family of parabolic stable bundles on X in VVX (4,0) parametrized by a

suitable open neighborhood Uf ofr such that the underlying family in V)p(4,0) is (W(&W)\X x U^.

PROOF: Let (W © W)p denote the locally free sheaf of rank 4 on {P} x Rx induced by the

closed immersion of the point P € X(k). By Nakayama's Lemma, the codimension 1 subspace

A(W,.) C (Wr © Wr)p = ((W © VV)p){p}x{ri. can be extended to an open neighborhood {P} x Ur

of {P} x {r} to a free rank 3 subsheaf V C (W © W)p which is a direct summand. There is

an obvious way of defining a family of parabolic bundles in 7?Vx(4,0) parametrized by UT viz.

((W®W)\X x Ur,V) (cf. 6.1.5.4 and 6.1.5.5). Now since "parabolic semistability and parabolic

stability are open conditions on the parameter space" (cf. Sec.4 of [8]), there is a nonempty open

subset Ur (containing r) of Ur over which the members of the family are actually in PV^(4,0).

Q.E.D.

Proof of (1) of Theorem 6.1.3.2. By the above Lemma and by (3) of Theorem 6.1.3.1, one

gets a morphism

Cr : Ur
s —»• W f ( 4 , 0 ) : r' € Ur

S(k) H+ [(Wr, © Wr',Vr')] e VUs
x(4,0)(k).
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Therefore the above morphism factors through the open subscheme VUX(4,0). Now with notations

as in 6.1.3.3, the PGL(n, &)-saturation of the variety underlying Uf is

PGL(n,k)-U? = q;1(q2(U?))= (J g • Ur
S.

gePGLn{k)

Let ng denote the automorphism of Rx induced by the (left-) multiplication by g e PGLn(k).

Then the claim is that the morphisms

{Cr o fig-, :g-Ur
s —> TWx(4,0)\g e PGLn(k)}

glue to give a morphism ('r : PGL{n,k) • U^ —> VUX(£,Q). To prove this it is enough to check

that these morphisms set-theoretically agree at closed points. Further, one sees easily that it is

enough to prove that £r is constant on orbits (intersected with Uf). This is trivially verified using

the following two facts: (1) two points of Rx are in the same orbit if and only if the stable bundles

they represent are isomorphic (cf. [12]); and (2) from Lemma 6.1.2.2, one has that

[{Wr> ©Wr>,T>r')] = [(Wr/ © Wr', A(WrO)] € VUx(4,0){k) V f ' e U?(k)

which implies that

(r(r') = ($oq2(r')Vr'eUr
s(k).

Further the above observations also imply that the morphism ^ is PGL(n, fc)-invariant. Since q2 is

a geometric quotient (cf. 6.1.3.3), the morphism £'r goes down to a morphism from the open subset

Q2(Ur) C iff-(2,0) which agrees with (2 o n closed points. Since q2 is surjects onto closed points

of Ux{2,0) and since r G Rx(k) was chosen arbitrarily, this means that £;f has the structure of a

morphism (f k. Note that Cf k is injective on closed points by Proposition 6.1.2.1.

Proof of (2) of Theorem 6.1.3.2. First of all one recalls from [8] that VUX (4,0) is a geometric

quotient under a free action. The same is true of ^ ( 2 , 0 ) as recalled in 6.1.3.3. Therefore by

Proposition 0.9 of Mumford [9], each of these moduli spaces is the base space over which the

geometric quotient is a principal fiber bundle with structure group the corresponding reductive

algebraic group. Hence these moduli spaces are " well-behaved under base change" viz. Wj|(2,0) ®&

K = £YfK(2,0) and 7 ^ ( 4 , 0 ) ®k K = VUXK(4,0). Next, it is clear from the proof of Lemma

6.1.2.2 that its analogue over K also holds good i.e., if one were to work with the corresponding

categories of vector bundles over X^. Further, it has already been noted in the proof of (1) above

that (,2 K(K) is injective. From these observations, the proof of (2) follows. Q.E.D.

Notation 6.1.3.5 For the rest of this section, one denotes the morphism < f̂c simply by Q2 •
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6.1.4 Properness of the Scheme-theoretic Image of (f

So far, the parabolic weights (0:1,0:2) (cf. 6.1.1.1) for the category 'PVf-5(4,0) have been assumed

(to have been chosen arbitrarily in the beginning and thereafter kept) fixed. The behaviour of

parabolic semistability and parabolic stability when the weights are varied in the subset

{(ax, a2) 6 1 x I I 0 < «i < a2 < 1}

will now come into play. Such behaviour has been studied in Section 2 of [8] for any category of

parabolic vector bundles with parabolic structures (of a fixed type) at a single point with total

parabolic degree zero and with the underlying vector bundles of fixed rank and degree. In the rest

of this section, the main idea is to show that for a suitable choice of weights, the scheme-theoretic

image of the morphism £f is the required candidate. Of course, the properness of such a candidate

is essential and is settled by the following crucial result:

THEOREM 6.1.4.1 The real numbers ai may be chosen such that 0 < a\ < a2 < 1 and

VVs
x
s(4,0)=VVs

x(4,0).

PROOF: Only the main ideas of the proof are sketched here. To begin with, one can suitably alter

the category 7?V^5(4,0) (upto isomorphism) by tensoring with a line bundle on X of sufficiently

negative degree and further alter the resulting category (so as to preserve the properties of parabolic

semistability and parabolic stability) by adding "special parabolic structures" at finitely many

closed points of X (other than P) using Remark 1.17 of Mehta-Seshadri [8] so that the total

parabolic degree becomes zero. Then one sees that one can generalize the proof of Proposition 2.4

of [8] so that it holds for the altered category. This directly gives the existence of a nonempty open

subset of the open convex set

{(0:1,0:2) € K x 1 I 0 < «i < a2 < 1}

in which every (0:1,0:2) has the required property. Q.E.D.

Hypothesis 6.1.4.2 For the rest of this section, it is assumed that the parabolic weights

have been chosen such that PV|5(4,0) = PVf (4,0).

Remarks 6.1.4.3 (With the above hypothesis:)

1. (1) and (2) of Theorem 6.1.3.1 imply that 7?Vf-(4,0) is a smooth projective scheme.

2. Since Wj|(2,0) is integral, the scheme-theoretic image of £f is an integral closed subscheme of

Wx (4,0) and hence in particular it is a projective integral scheme of finite type.
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6.1.5 The Subscheme A/|(4,0) of VUx(4,0)

It has already been indicated that the scheme-theoretic image of £f is the candidate for desingular-

ising Ux
s(2,0). In fact, it will be shown that the desingularisation is an isomorphism precisely over

Ux(2,0), with this isomorphism being given by the inverse of Cf • The purpose of the following is to

define a subscheme A(f (4,0) of VUX(4L,0) (which will later turn out to be isomorphic to Ux(2,0)

via d) a n d to show that £f factors through Mx(4,0). The definition of J\fx(4:,0) will require three

steps:

Step 1. Proving that (V, A) e PVf (4,0) =*• dim (End(F)) < 4.

Step 2. Determination of a reduced closed subscheme QUX(4:,0) of 7?W^(4,0).

Step 3. Determination of A/^ (4,0) as an open subscheme of QMX{4,0).

Step 1: Proof that (V, A) € VVx(4,0) =» dim (End(V)) < 4. Step 1 is due to Seshadri:

PROPOSITION 6.1.5.1 ([13], Prop.l(c)) Let (V,A) e ^ V f (4,0). T/»en

dim,k(End{V)) < 4. If k C K is an algebraically closed extension field, then a similar inequality

holds for VVS
XK{4, 0) where XK := X ®k K.

The proof of the above uses the following results.

Lemma 6.1.5.2 Let V be a semistable rank 4 degree 0 bundle. Let

Property 1: "V stable bundles W of degree zero, dim(Hom(W,V)) < 1", and

Property 2: "V semistable bundles W of degree zero, dim(Hom(W,V)) < I, where I is the length

of the Jordan-Holder Series for W with stable quotients, (cf. [12])."

Then Property 1 =4> Property 2. In particular, ifV has Property 1, then dim(End(V)) < 4.

Lemma 6.1.5.3 Let (V,A) G /PVx(4,0). IfVe Vf5(4,0) and contains a subbundle of the form

L@ L where L is a line bundle of degree zero, then (V, A) £ "PVf-5(4,0).

Step 2: Definition of the reduced closed subscheme QUx(A,0) C VUx (4,0). With the no-

tations introduced in 6.1.1.1, one first recalls the following definition from Sec.3 of [13]:

Definition 6.1.5.4 Let T be any ^-scheme. The following data determine a family (V, D) in

"PVf(4,0) parametrised by T:
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1. Underlying family V in Vx(4,0). V is a vector bundle of rank 4 on Xy := X x^T such that

for every point £ 6 T(K), if any algebraically closed extension field of A;, if Vt is defined to be

the base change of V to XK '•= X x^ Spec (if) (via i), then Vt € VxK(4,0)—the category of

rank 4 degree zero vector bundles on XK-

2. Underlying quasi-parabolic family (V,D) in VVX(4,0). Let Vp denote the base

change of V to the reduced closed subscheme T = {P} x T *-> XT (via the closed immersion

of the point P e X(k)). Then D is a global section of the projective bundle P(Vp) associated

to the locally-free sheaf (associated to) Vp. Note that D corresponds to a quotient line bundle

of Vp whose kernel at each point t € T(K) (k C K = K) defines a codimension 1 subspace

A of the fiber of Vt at PK := {P} xkKe XK{K).

3. With the above notations, for all t G T(K), one has that {VuDt) € WS
XK(4,0)—the category

of parabolic stable vector bundles on XK defined in a manner similar to Defn. 6.1.1.1 earlier.

Remark 6.1.5.5 Note that ((W © W)\X x U?,T>) constructed in Lemma 6.1.3.4 above is an ex-

ample of a family in Wx (4,0) parametrized by Uf in the sense of the above definition.

Definition 6.1.5.6 For each A;-scheme T, let T{T) denote the set of isomorphism classes of families

in VVX (4,0) parametrized by T in the sense of the above definition. Thus one gets a contravariant

junctor

T: {fc-Schemes } —> {Sets }.

THEOREM 6.1.5.7 ([8], Remark 4.6) VUS
X(A,Q) is a coarse moduli space for the functor T

defined above. In other words, there exists a morphism of functors

such that

1. the pair ($,Mor^(—,VUx(4,0))) is universally repelling;

2. for every algebraically closed extension field K of k the map $(K) is bijective.

The following recalls the construction behind the above result. It is necessary for the statement of

the next Proposition.

Recall 6.1.5.8 VUX(4,0) is the geometric quotient under a free action of PSL(n, k) (for a certain

n) on a certain reduced scheme of finite type PRX- 3 a locally universal family (V,T>) whose iso-

morphism class belongs to T(PRX), and the geometric quotient morphism q : PRX —> VUX(4,0)

is just the morphism $(P#f)([(V, £>)]).
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The following concludes Step 2:

PROPOSITION 6.1.5.9

1. Let (Vt,Vt) denote the base change of (V,X>) to X <g>fc K via a point t € PRX(K) where K is

an algebraically closed extension field of k. Then the subset of points of the topological space

underlying PRX given by

{t | dim K(End(Vt)) = 4}

is closed and hence inherits the structure of a reduced closed subscheme QRX of PRX.

2. QRX is saturated with respect to q and q restricted to QRX is a principal PSL(n,k)-bundle over

its (scheme-theoretic) image QUX(4,0) which is a reduced closed subscheme ofPUx(4,0).

Proof of (1): On the one hand, by Proposition 6.1.5.1 of Step 1 above, one has for all t G

PRX(K), dim ̂ (End(V t)) < 4. On the other hand, by considering the coherent sheaf (pPRs ) END(V)

on PRX (where pPRs denotes the projection onto PRX from X x PRX), the upper-semicontinuity

of fiber dimensions implies that

{t | dim ̂ (End(Vt)) > 4}

is a closed subset.

Proof of (2): As recalled in 6.1.5.8, VUx(4,0) is a geometric quotient under a free action and

hence by Proposition 0.9 of Mumford [9], q : PRX —)• VUS
X{4,0) is a principal PSL(n, A:)-bundle.

In particular q is a flat finite-type morphism (in fact, a smooth morphism since PSL(n, k) is smooth)

and is hence open. The condition defining QRX is true at a point t € QRX (K) iff it is true at all

points in the PSL(n, &)-orbit of t, since <&(K) is bijective by (2) of Theorem 6.1.5.7 above. Thus

QRX is saturated with respect to q i.e., QRX = q~l{q{QRx))- But as noted above, q is open and

surjective, so

q(PRs
x - QRS

X) = VUS
X(4,0) - q(QRs

x)

is open, implying that q(QRx) is closed in VUx(A,0). Now since PRx is reduced (cf. 6.1.5.8),

q(QRx) given the reduced induced closed subscheme structure olVUx{4,0) is the scheme-theoretic

image of q\QRx. Denote this reduced closed subscheme by QUX{4,0). Now q\QRx : QRX —>

QUX(4,0) is a principal PSL(n, &)-bundle since it is the base change of q : PRX —> VUX(4,0) to

04(4,0). Q.E.D.
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Step 3: Determination of Mx (4,0) as an open subscheme of QUX(A, 0).

Lemma 6.1.5.10 Let T be a noetherian k-scheme and A a sheaf of Ox-algebras, associative with

identity, such that the underlying Ox-module is locally free of rank n2. Suppose that 3 a geometric

point tofT such that the fiber At is isomorphic to a matrix algebra. Then there is a maximal open

subscheme UofT such that A\U is a sheaf of Azumaya Oy -algebras.

PROOF: Take U = U{T, A) as in (1) of Prop.2.2.3. By (2), (3), (5) of Prop.2.2.2 and an application

of Nakayama's lemma one sees that t eU, i.e., U is nonempty. Now use (2) of 2.2.3. Q.E.D.

Remark 6.1.5.11 With the notations of the above Lemma, note that for each point t E U,

A®k h(t) = M(n,k(t)) where M(n,k(t)) is the algebra of (n x n)-matrices with entries in k(t),

k(t) being the residue field of t.

The following result concludes Step 3:

THEOREM 6.1.5.12 The subset of points [(V, A)] € VUx(4,0) such that End{V) £* M(2,k) is

the set of closed points of a locally closed subscheme JVJ(4,0) and the morphism ^ '• Wx{2,0) —>

(4,0) of Theorem 6.1.3.2 factors through Afx (4,0).

PROOF: By the standard Theorem on Cohomology and Base Change, part (1) of Proposition

6.1.5.9 implies that the coherent sheaf

A ••= (pQRsx)^END(V\QRs
x x X))

on QRX is locally free of rank 4. It has the natural structure of a sheaf of associative OQRS -algebras

with identity.

UWe Ux(2,0), then [{W © W, A{W))] € VUX(4,0) (this is a point of the set-theoretic image

of Cf). Further, End(W ®W) = M(2, A;) since W is stable. So by the previous Lemma, 3 a maximal

open subscheme NRX of QRX restricted to which A is a sheaf of Azumaya ONRs -algebras.

By part (2) of Proposition 6.1.5.9, the scheme-theoretic image of NRX under q\QRx deter-

mines an open subscheme Afx(4,0) of QUX(4,0) and q\NRx : NRX —> Afx(4,0) is a principal

PSL(n, A;)-bundle.

By part (2) of Theorem 6.1.3.2, it is clear that the topological map underlying ^ factors

through Afx(4,0), and since Ux{2,0) and QUX(4,0) are reduced, this morphism indeed factors

through A/|(4,0). Q.E.D.
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6.1.6 Integrality of A/"J (4,0)

PROPOSITION 6.1.6.1 The morphism <f : W|(2,0) —> A/|(4,0) of Theorem 6.1.5.12 is sur-

jective. Since U^ (2,0) is irreducible, it therefore follows that M% (4,0) is an integral scheme of finite

type.

PROOF: Let [(V, A)] e ^^(4,0)(K) where K is any algebraically closed extension of k. By the

very definition of A/"J(4,0) it follows from Remark 6.1.5.11 that End(F) = M(2,K)—the algebra

of (2 x 2)-matrices over K.

Consider the canonical representation of End(F) on the fiber VpK of V at PR- £ XK(K) = X®^

K(K), where PK is the base change of P € X(k) to if. As noted earlier, (V,A) € VVs
XK(<i,0) =>

V £ Vf^.(4,0). Therefore this canonical representation is faithful. By part (i) of Proposition 3

of [13], this representation can be identified with the dual of the right regular representation of

End(F). But by hypothesis, End(V) = M(2, K) and since M(2,K) is simple, this representation

is equivalent to the diagonal representation of M(2,K) in M(4, K). Therefore the representation

of Aut(F) is equivalent to the diagonal representation of GL(2,K) in GL(4, K).

By part (ii) of Proposition 3 of [13], if the structure group of the principal bundle Pr(V) oiV is

identified with Aut(VpK), then via the above representation of End(F), the structure group of this

principal bundle can be reduced to the opposite group of the group of units in End(F). Therefore

by the previous paragraph, there exists a principal Aut(F) = M(2,isr)-bundle from which the

principal bundle obtained by extension of structure group to Aut(VpK) is Pr{V). This means that

3 a rank 2 degree zero bundle W such that V = W © W. But since V is semi-stable, the same must

be true of W. Further, if W is not stable, then it contains a line subbundle L of degree zero, which

implies that V contains a subbundle isomorphic to L © L which cannot happen by Lemma 6.1.5.3.

Now by the analogue of Proposition 6.1.1.3 for XK, 3 A(W) such that (W © W,A(W)) €

7n4K(4,0). By part (2) of Theorem 6.1.3.2, it follows that ($([W)) = \{W © W,A{W))]. Let

(W © W, A') G WS
XK (4,0) be the parabolic stable bundle induced by an isomorphism V = W © W

from (V, A). By the analogue of Lemma 6.1.2.2 for XK, {W © W,A(W)) = (W © W,A'). This

implies that [(V, A)] is the image of [W] under £f. Q.E.D.

6.1.7 Genesric Smoothness of £f

Let R be a commutative ring with 1 such that k is an i?-algebra (e.g., R = Z). By Theorem 2.4.2,

Sp-kzuWw specializes well, so the ^-variety Sp-Azu f̂cjWfc := Sp-/KzuWtW®Rk is exactly the closure of

the HWk-orbit kzuwk,wk '•— Azuw> ®R k of (2 x 2)-matrix algebra structures on the 4-dimensional

A;-vector space Wt with multiplicative identity Wk G Wk-
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Lemma 6.1.7.1 On Sp-Azujyft TOfc 3 a natural sheaf B'l of associative algebras with identity whose

underlying module is free of rank 4 and which is universal (respectively locally universal) for sheaves

T of associative Ox-algebras with identity on integral noetherian k-schemes T satisfying the fol-

lowing properties:

1. the module underlying T is free (respy locally free) of rank 4, and

2. 3 a point t € T(k) such that the fiber Tt at t of T is isomorphic to a (2 x 2)-matrix algebra over

k.

PROOF: Without loss of generality assume that T is free. With the notations of Proposition

2.3.3, take B'l to be (Bw\Sp-kzuWw) ®R k. There is a morphism / : T —> Assoc-AIg^^ =

®R k such that f*{Bw ®i? k) = T. It is enough to show that / factors through

. The subvariety Azuwk,wk of Assoc-AIg^^ is by definition the maximal open subva-

riety restricted to which Bw ®R A; is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras. Consider the nonempty maximal

open subset U — U(T,!F) of T restricted to which T is Azumaya (Lemma 6.1.5.10). Then by (3)

of Prop.2.2.3, f\U(T, J7) factors through Azuwk,wk- But then Azu^ ,^ is an open subvariety (=the

dense open orbit) of the variety Sp-Azu^ Wk and T is integral. Q.E.D.

Continuing with the above notations, let a £ AZUVK*.,™*. be a closed point and let Ra be the

completion of the local ring at that point. Let B'l a be the algebra induced by B'l over Ra. If ma

is the maximal ideal of Ra, then by the very definition of Azuwk,wk, one has that B'la/ma • B'la

can be canonically identified with the (2 x 2)-matrix algebra structure over k corresponding to the

point a € A2.uwk,wk- Since Ra is a complete local ring, this implies by Lemma (5.1.16) of Chap.III

of Knus [7] that B'l a can be canonically identified with the (2 x 2)-matrix algebra structure over

Ra corresponding to the canonical morphism Spec(i?a) —>• f\zuwk,wk- So if pa denotes the dual

of the right regular representation of B'l a, then pa may be canonically identified with the dual of

the right regular representation of M(2,Ra). But for this latter representation, one observes that

if Ra —> K is any fc-homomorphism into any algebraically closed extension field K of k, then

the induced representation is canonically equivalent to the diagonal representation of M(2,K) in

M(4, K). Now Sp-kz.uWkWk is a variety, so its complete local rings are reduced, and hence the above

observation implies the following result:

Lemma 6.1.7.2 The above representation pa is canonically equivalent to the diagonal representa-

tion of M{2,Ra) in M(4,Ra).

The above Lemma will be applied in the proof of the following
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PROPOSITION 6.1.7.3 Let A be a complete noetherian local k-algebra with residue field k.

Then the canonical map

Uork{Spec (A),W|(2,0)) —> Mork(Spec (^),AT|(4,O)) : / —> ($ o f

is surjective, where ̂  is the morphism of Theorem 6.1.5.12.

PROOF: Special Case; First assume that A is reduced. Start with

Since q\NRs
x : NRX —> A/"|(4,0) is a principal PSL(n, A;)-bundle (see proof of Theorem 6.1.5.12),

g lifts to g' € Morfc(Spec (A),NRX). Let (YA,VA) be the pullback to XA := X x Spec (A), of

the restriction of the locally universal family (V, V) of 6.1.5.8 to X x NR%, via the morphism

(Id* x g').

Let AA be the algebra corresponding to the pullback to Spec (̂ 4) of the sheaf of Azumaya

algebras A\NRX of Theorem 6.1.5.12 via g'. By Proposition 6.1.6.1 7Vj(4,0) is integral, and since

q\NRx is a principal PSL(n, A;)-bundle, NRX is also integral. Hence by Lemma 6.1.7.1, A\NRX

is locally isomorphic to a pullback of B'k'\Azuwk,wk- Therefore it follows from Lemma 6.1.7.2 above

that the dual of the right regular representation of AA is equivalent to the diagonal representation

of M{2, A) in M{4, A).

Let Pr(VA) denote the principal bundle of YA- Identify the structure group of this principal

bundle with AutA(^A)- By part (d) of Proposition 4 of Seshadri [13] this structure group may be

reduced, via the representation of A A of the previous paragraph, to the opposite group of the group

of units in A A- But as seen in the previous paragraph, this is equivalent to the diagonal embedding

of GL(2, A) in GL(4, A). Thus 3 a rank 2 vector bundle W^ on XA such that W^ © W^ = V4.
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Since V^ is a family in V^s(4,0), ~WA is a family in V)p(2,0). It follows from the analogue

of Lemma 6.1.5.3 for any algebraically closed extension of k that Wyi is a family in V^§(2,0). Now

Wjf(2,0) has the universal mapping property for families of rank 2 degree zero stable bundles, so

one gets a morphism

/eMorfc(Spec(A),W|(2,0)).

The proof of the present Proposition will follow if one shows that

morphism / actually factors through the geometric quotient qi : Rs
x

3 / ' € Morfe(Spec (A),RX) such that q2 o / ' = / .

° / — 9- By 6.1.3.3, the

Ux(2,0) i.e.,

Let r G Rx be a closed point above the image of the closed point via / . Then W^ © W^ inherits

the structure of a family (W^ ©W^, A^) in 7?V^(4,0) parametrized by Spec (A) via / ' from the

family of Lemma 6.1.3.4.

Because of the local universality of the family (V,V) on PRx (see 6.1.5.8), and because

14^(2,0) is reduced, the composition ^ ° Q2 factors through q : NR% —> A/"Ĵ (4,0) i.e., one has

a morphism (£ from a suitable neighborhood of r into NRX such that q ° C" — C2 ° #2 (in the

notations of the proof of Theorem 6.1.3.2, one would have (" o q = ('r, by restricting the domain of

Q'r if necessary).

The pullbacks of the family (V,X>) via (," o / ' and g' are isomorphic as families in 73V^-(4,0)

because of the isomorphism W^ © W^ = V^ and the following result, which generalizes Lemma

6.1.2.2:
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Lemma 6.1.7.4 Let (Vi, £>j), (i — 1,2), be families in Wx (4,0) 'parametrized by a reduced noethe-

rian local k-algebra with residue field k such that the endomorphism bundle of each Vi descends to

a vector bundle of rank 4 on the parameter space. If there is an isomorphism V\ = V2, then there

exists an isomorphism (Vi,Di) = (V2,D2) in PVf-(4,0).

To prove the above result, one can take V2 = Vi without loss of generality. One observes that

since the parameter space is a reduced local scheme, Seshadri's proof of Lemma 6.1.2.2 generalizes

to the present situation.

Continuing with the proof of Proposition 6.1.7.3, one has that since the pullbacks of the family

(V, V) via C," o / ' and g' are isomorphic as families in Wx(4,0), these two morphisms differ by

an A-valued point of PSL(n,k)— here the fact that q\NRx : NRX —> A(f (4,0) is a principal

PSL(n, £;)-bundle is used. This means that

qoC'°f' = <log' =• Cioq2of' = g => (f o / = g.

This finishes off the proof of the present Proposition for the case when A is reduced.

Proof of Proposition 6.1.7.3 for arbitrary A. Again start with

Let n G Afx(4,0) be the image of the closed point under g. Let An denote the completion of the

local ring of A(f(4,0) at n. Then g factors through Spec (An) by a morphism gn. Note that An is

reduced, so by the Special Case considered above, one gets <f>n £ Morfc(Spec (yln),Wj-(2,0)) such

that (2 ° 4*n is the canonical morphism from Spec (An) into 7V_|(4,0). Now one needs to just take

f:=4>nogn.Q.-E.D.

THEOREM 6.1.7.5 Let N% (4,0)' be the open subscheme of smooth points of N% (4,0). This is

nonempty (in fact dense) since J\fx (4,0) is the scheme associated to a variety over the algebraically

closed field k by Proposition 6.1.6.1. LetlAx(2,0)' be the open subscheme o/ZYj|(2,0) given by the

inverse image of M^(4,0)' under the morphism £% • Then C2 restricted to Wj|(2, 0)' is a smooth

morphism.

PROOF: Since Ux (2,0) is smooth, by Proposition 10.4 of Chap.III of Hartshorne's book "Algebraic

Geometry", it is enough to prove that the differential of C,2
 a* each closed point of Ux(2,0)' is

surjective. But this follows by applying the previous Proposition to the case A = k[e]/(e2) and

remembering that (2 is topologically an injective map. Q.E.D.

6.1.8 Birationality of Cf

The following result was the aim of the discussion so far and shows that the scheme-theoretic image

of ( I is indeed a proper birational model for Ux(2,0) :
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THEOREM 6.1.8.1 The bijective morphism Cf : Wf (2,0) —> .A/"|(4,0) is birational over the

smooth locus N% (4,0)' of 7V| (4,0).

PROOF: By Zariski's Main Theorem, it is enough to show that (% 1S birational when restricted to

some open subset of Wf (2,0)' := (Cf)"1(-A/'|(4,0)/)-

For this it is enough to show that for some closed point s' € Ux(2,0)', £f induces an isomor-

phism of the local ring of .A/ĵ  (4,0)' at the closed point n' := Ci(s') with the local ring of Ux (2,0)'

at the point s'.

Since £f is generically finite (in fact bijective!), 3 a nonempty open subscheme Afx(4,0)" of

7V|(4,0)' such that

C#|W|(2,0)" : W|(2,0)" -^^ | (4 ,0 )" , W|(2,0)" := (Cl)"'(^1(4,0)")

is a finite morphism. Without loss of generality, one may assume that jV^(4,0)" = Spec (̂ 4) and

Ux(2,0)" = Spec (B) so that Cf induces an integral extension of domains A «-> B.

Let s' € Ux(2,0)"(k) and n' := ($(s') € A/"|(4,0)"(A;). Let m(s') C 5 and m(n') C yl re-

spectively denote the maximal ideals corresponding to s' and n'. Then because £f is finite and

bijective, it induces an isomorphism of localisations 5m(n/) = Bm(siy Hence Bm(s>) is a finite module

over Am{n,y

Now by Theorem 6.1.7.5, (§Wxi^^Y *s s m o°th, and since it is bijective, it is etale and hence

unramified i.e., the maximal ideal of ^4m(n') generates the maximal ideal of Bm(siy Therefore by

Nakayama's Lemma, £f induces an isomorphism of local rings ^4m(n') = Bm^y Q.E.D.

6.2 Smoothness of the Variety A/x(4,0)

Establishing the smoothness of the closure of the scheme-theoretic image of ̂  *s the objective of

the present subsection. By part (2) of Proposition 6.1.5.9, q : QRx —> Q^xl^O) is a principal

PSL{n, fc)-bundle and hence so is q\NR^ : NR^ —> A/"|(4,0) (see the proof of Theorem 6.1.5.12).

Definition 6.2.1 Let NRx denote the canonical reduced induced closed subscheme structure on

the closure of NRX in QRX (or in PRX)-

Remark 6.2.2 Since q : NRX —> A/"|(4,0) is a principal PSL(n, A;)-bundle and since A(f (4,0) is

integral by Proposition 6.1.6.1, NRX and hence NRx are also integral.

Definition 6.2.3 Let A0s:(4,0) denote the canonical reduced induced closed subscheme structure

on the closure of A/"|(4,0) in QW|(4,0) (or in VUx(4,0)).

Remark 6.2.4 Since jV|(4,0) is integral by Proposition 6.1.6.1, so is A6c(4,0).
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THEOREM 6.2.5 The local ring of NRx at each closed point is regular.

Before going into the proof of the above, one has the following corollaries:

Corollary 6.2.6 NRx is smooth.

PROOF: NRX is an integral scheme of finite type. Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.2.7 A/"* (4,0) is smooth.

PROOF: q : QRX —> QW§(4,0) is a principal PSL(n, &)-bundle and hence q is a smooth surjec-

tive morphism. Hence

g-1(A0f(4,0)) = q~l(Af§(4,0)) = q-l(Af$(4,0)) = NRS
X = NRX.

This implies that q : NRx —> A0sr(4,0) is also a principal PSL(n, k)-bundle. Therefore, NRx is

smooth iff AG^(4,0) is smooth. But by the above Corollary, NRx is smooth. Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.2.8 The morphism ^ :Ux(2,0) —> A(f(4,0) is an isomorphism.

PROOF: This follows directly from the above Corollary and Theorem 6.1.8.1. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 6.2.5: The proof will be divided into several steps.

Step 1: Lifting Criterion. Let An be the completion of the local ring of NRx at a closed point

n. It is enough to show that An is regular. For this, it is enough to prove that the canonical map

Mor^Spec (A), Spec (An)) —> Morfc(Spec (Ao), Spec (An)) : g i—> goi0

is surjective for any closed immersion Spec (Ao) *—*• Spec (̂ 4) where AQ, A are finite dimensional

local ^-algebras with residue field k.

Step 2: The Family (V0,Z>0). Start with g0 € Morfe(Spec (Ao), Spec (An)) and let g'o € Morfc(Spec (A0),N

be the composition of go with the canonical map Spec (An) —v NRx-

Recall from 6.1.5.8 that 3 a locally universal family (V, V) parametrised by PRx- Let (Vo, £>o)

be the induced family parametrized by Spec (̂ 4o) via the composition of g'o with the closed immer-

sion NRX C PRX-
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Step 3: The Morphism /0 : Spec (AQ) —> Spec (Ra). By the very definition of QRX (see

part (1) of Proposition 6.1.5.9), one gets a locally free rank 4 sheaf A of associative algebras

with identity on QRX by the descent of the sheaf END(V|Qi?f- x X)).

Let Bo be the Ao-algebia corresponding to the sheaf induced by the sheaf A\NRx via #(,.

Since NRx is integral and is the closure of NRX, by Lemma 6.1.7.1, A\NRx is locally isomor-

phic to the base change of B'j. by a morphism from a neighborhood of n (in NRx) into Sp-Azu^>Wk.

Hence 3 a morphism /o : Spec (Ao) —> Spec (Ra), where /o(closed point) = a is a closed point of

Sp-Azu^>Wk and Ra is the completion of the local ring of Sp-Azu^>Wk at a, such that the algebra

BQ = Ba <S>Ra Ao where Ba is the i?a-algebra induced by B'j..

Step 4: Extension of /o to / : Spec (A) —> Spec (Ra)- By Theorem 2.4.2, Ra is a regular

local ring. Therefore /o lifts to an / as required. If B := Ba ®Ra A, then clearly BQ = B ®^ AQ.

Step 5: Extension of / to a closed immersion. / itself may not be a closed immersion, but

it lifts to a closed immersion / ' : Spec (.A) —> Spec (R'a), R'a := Ra [[Y\, • • • Ym]] for a suitable

m < dim *(-£). Note that since Ra is regular, so is R'a. Let B'a := Ba®RaR'a. Note that B'a®R>aA ~ B

' AQ = BQ.and B'a

9o

Spec(J4n) PRS

Spec(i^)

Spec(iio)

Step 6: The Family (Va,Pa). One chooses an i?a-basis for the free rank 4 algebra Ba and thus

gets bases for B'a, B and Bo respectively over R'a, A and Ao. Therefore the algebras of endomor-

phisms of the underlying modules for B'a, B and Bo respectively over R'a, A and Ao are canonically

identified with the matrix algebras M(4, R'a), M(4, A) and M(4, AQ). Consider the duals of the right
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regular representations of B'a, B and Bo- Now if H'a, H and HQ respectively denote the opposite

groups to the groups of units {B'a)
x, Bx and Box, then the images of these groups are canonically

identified as subgroups of GL(4,R'a), GL(4,A) and GL(4,^0)-

By part (d) of Proposition 4 of [13], the structure group GL(4,Ao) of the principal bundle

jPr(Vo) of Vo can be reduced to Ho.

Now since AQ is an artinian quotient of the complete noetherian local A;-algebra R'a, by Lemma

1 of Sec.5 of [13], the principal i?o-bundle Pr(Vo) extends to a principal iJ^-bundle. Let Va

be the vector bundle on X x Spec (R'a) of rank 4 gotten from this principal .H^-bundle by the

canonical representation of H'a via the dual of the right regular representation of B'a. Then clearly

Va ®K Ao = Vo.

The parabolic structure

Do e r(Spec {Ao), P((Vo)Po))

on Vo extends to a parabolic structure

Va e r(Spec (R'a), P((Va)Po))

on Va because R'a is local and because projective spaces are smooth. Here PQ := {P} x Spec (Ao) =

Spec (Ao) and a similar definition holds for Pa. Now at the closed point, the corresponding member

of the family (Va, Va) is parabolic stable, and so the base being local, the family itself is parabolic

stable.

Step 7: The Morphism g' : Spec (R'a) —> NRx- Since (V, V) is locally universal, one gets a

morphism g" : Spec (R'a) —> PRx such that the family induced via g" from (V, V) is isomorphic

to (Va,P«).

One sees as follows that the morphism g" factors through a morphism g' into NRx- Now

a in Sp-Azu^^ is a specialisation of (2 x 2)-matrix algebras, so if Spec (K) —>• Spec (R'a) is

the generic point then B'a ®R'a K = M(2,K) and hence H'a ®R'a K = GL(2,K). But this means

that the base change ((V)a)^- of (V)o to Spec (K) splits as a direct sum (W)^ 0 (W)^- of stable

rank 2 degree zero vector bundles on XK- Hence End((V)^-) = M(2, K) which implies by the very

definition of NRX (see Lemma 6.1.5.10, Remark 6.1.5.11 and proof of Theorem 6.1.5.12) that the

composite map

Spec (K) —-> Spec (R'a) - ^ PRX

factors through NRX. But Spec (K) —> Spec (R'a) being the generic point, this means that the

topological image of g" lands inside NRx = NRX. Now since R'a is reduced, g" factors through a

morphism g' : Spec (R'a) —> NRx-
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Step 8: The Lifting of g0 to a Morphism g : Spec (A) —> Spec (An). Let i0 denote the closed

immersion of Spec (AQ) into Spec (A). Then g' o / ' o i0 and g'o both induce isomorphic families on

X x Spec (J4O) from (V, V) since Va and Va were extended from Vo and VQ. Hence these two

morphisms differ by an Ao-v&lued point Ao of PSL(n, k):

Ao • (g' °f'° io) = g'o-

Now since PSL(n,k) is smooth, Ao lifts to an i?^-valued point Aa. Let XA be the ^4-valued point

of PSL(n, k) induced by Aa and let 7} := XA • (g' ° / ' )• Then one has by the very definition of an

action (the action of PSL(n,k) on NRX) that

/ ' o ( A a • g') = XA • {g' ° / ' ) => g o i Q = (XA • (g' o / ' ) ) o i 0 = A o • (g' o f ' o i Q ) = g'o.

The images of the closed point of Spec (̂ 4o) under #Q and j o i j are one and the same point

n G NRx(k). But since A is complete, g factors through a morphism g : Spec (A) —> Spec (An).

Now it is easy to check that g lifts #o using the following simple result:

Lemma 6.2.9 Let B be a noetherian domain, p C B a prime ideal, and / , <? ring homomorphisms

from Bp into a complete noetherian local ring R. Then f\B = ~g\B => / = 'g.

Thus the proof of Theorem 6.2.5 is established.

6.3 A/"x(4,0) as a Desingularisation of Ux
s(2,0)

In this subsection, the isomorphism (d)~ '• ^xi^i 0) — ^xO^ 0) is extended to a desingularisation

6.3.1 The Surjective Map -ir2(k) : Afx{4,0)(k) —> Ux
s{2,$)(k).

PROPOSITION 6.3.1.1 There exists a surjective set-theoretic map

n2(k):Afx(4,0)(k) —>Uf(

such that its restriction to J\fx (4,0) (k) is the underlying map on closed points of the inverse (denoted

by ?rf j of the isomorphism Cf of Corollary 6.2.8.

PROOF: The proof will be divided into several steps.

Step 1: The Morphism TTI : A/*(4,0) —>Ux
s(4,0). Recall from 6.1.5.8 that 3 a locally uni-

versal family (V,I>) in VVX(A, 0) parametrized by PRX- The underlying family of vector bundles

V is a family of semistable vector bundles i.e., a family in Vjp(4,0). Since Ux
s(4,0) has the
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universal mapping property for families of rank 4 degree zero semistable vector bundles, one there-

fore gets a morphism IT" : PRX —> ZYjp(4,0). Since this morphism is PSL(n, k)-invariant and

since VUX(4, 0) is a geometric quotient of PRX under PSL(n,k), TT" goes down to a morphism

•K[ : VUx(4:,0) —> Wfs(4,0) which is given on closed points by [(V,D)] i—> [V]. Let TT\ denote the

composition of TT[ with the canonical closed immersion A6sr(4,0) C VUx(4,0).

Since Ax (4,0) is projective (because VUX(4,0) is projective), TT\ is proper. Hence it is a closed

map. Further A6c(4,0) is reduced, so TT\ is surjective onto its scheme-theoretic image which is the

same as its topological image (a closed set) given the canonical reduced induced closed subscheme

structure. As Nx(4,0) is an open dense subset of Afx(4,0)7 7Ti(A^(4,0)) is a dense subset in

Step 2: The Morphism gx : Wjp(2,0) —>• Ux
s(4,0). The association

1/33(2,0)(*) —> W|S(4,0)(A) : [W] ^ [W © ^

is the underlying map on closed points of a morphism g\ : Ux
s(2,0) —> UX

S(A, 0). The topological

map underlying this morphism is injective because of the Jordan-Holder Theorem for the category

of semistable vector bundles of degree zero on X (see [12]).

Since Wjp(2,0) is projective, g\ is proper. Hence it is a closed map. Further Z/jp(2,0) is

reduced, so g\ is surjective onto its scheme-theoretic image which is the same as its topological

image (a closed set) given the canonical reduced induced closed subscheme structure. As Ux (2,0)

is an open dense subset of Ux
s(2,0), <?i(ZYf (2,0)) is a dense subset in gi (Ux

s(2,0)).

Step 3: The Map TT2 : Mx (4,0) —> Ux
s (2,0). By the very definition of the isomorphism £f (see

Theorem 6.1.3.2), one sees that

TrioCf = gi\Kx(2,0).

Therefore gi(Ux(2,0)) = 7Ti(.A/j|(4,0)). Therefore by Steps 1 and 2 above,

2,0)) = gi(Ux(2,0)) = 7n(jV|(4,0)) -

Now since g\ is injective as noted in Step 2 above, there is a well-defined set-theoretic map

(gi(k))~ o iri(k) where for a morphism / , f(k) is used to denote the underlying map on closed

points.

Note that ir2{k) is surjective by construction. This implies in particular that if [W] G Ux
s(2,0)

then there is a representative V of [W © W] such that 3 a parabolic stable structure A on V.
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Step 4: The Isomorphism TT| : A/"|(4,0) —>Ux(2,0). Since TTI O ( | = 5 l |Wf (2,0), 31 is in-

jective and (£ ^s a n isomorphism, one has by the very definition of ^(fc) that its restriction to

,0)(&) is the inverse of £f (&)• Therefore ^(fc) | A(f(4,0)(A;) is the underlying map on closed

points of the isomorphism vrf := (<^)

Thus Proposition 6.3.1.1 is proved.

6.3.2 The Desingularisation ir2 : A/x(4,0) —> Ux
s{2,0).

THEOREM 6.3.2.1 The isomorphism ?rf of Proposition 6.3.1.1 extends to a surjective morphism

7T2 : A/"x(4,0) —>UX
S(2,0) whose underlying map on closed points is ^(k).

Before going into the proof of the above, here are some corollaries:

Corollary 6.3.2.2 TT2 is a desingularisation ofUx
s(2,0).

PROOF: By Corollary 6.2.7, Nx(4,0) is smooth. Further it is already projective, since it is a

closed subscheme of the projective scheme VUS
X{\, 0). Therefore n2 is a proper morphism. Since its

restriction to .A/j|(4,0) is the isomorphism TT|, it is indeed a desingularisation. Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.3.2.3 7T2 is a minimal desingularisation.

The above result is a consequence of the "connectedness-version" of Zariski's Main Theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.3.2.1. It is enough to show that ?rf extends to a morphism TT2 whose

underlying map on closed points is 7r2(fc); for then since A6c(4,0) is projective, TT2 will be proper,

and since ^{k) is surjective and Wĵ (2,0) is a variety, this will imply that TT2 is surjective.

One continues to use the notations of Proposition 6.3.1.1. To begin with, consider the set-

theoretic graph of 7T2 (k) :

IV2(fc) := {(n,m) e A^(4,0) x Ux
s(2,0) \ 7r2(fc)(n) = m.}

Then one sees clearly that

(MA/"X(4,0) x gi) (Tni(kj) = Tn2(k).

Thus r7r2(^) is the set of closed points of the reduced closed subscheme

r,r2 := (ldjvx(40) xv x ( 4 ) 0 ) x )

of 7Vx(4,0) x WJp(2,0). Let Pl and p2 from A/>(4,0) x ZY|5(2,0) into A/>(4,0) and

respectively denote the canonical projections. Since Ux
s(2,0) is projective, the morphism p\ is

proper. Hence its restriction to the closed subscheme Tn2 is also proper. Further, this morphism
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is bijective on closed points and is birational since 7T2(A;)|A(y(4,0) is the underlying map of the

isomorphism 7rf of Proposition 6.3.1.1. But by Corollary 6.2.7, JV/jy (4,0) is smooth, in particular

normal, and hence by Zariski's Main Theorem, the morphism

is an isomorphism, showing that the morphism

7T2 := p2 o (p!ir^)"1 : Wx(4,0) —> Wf 5(2,0)

extends 7rf, as required. Q.E.D.

6.4 Existence of the Seshadri Desingularisation over Arbitrary Base

For this part, let R be a normal integral domain which is finitely generated over a universally

Japanese ring. Let A1 be a "complete smooth curve over R" i.e., one is given a proper, smooth,

finite-type morphism X —> Spec (R) such that for every geometric point Spec (K) —)• Spec (R),

the if-scheme

XK~X xSpec(R) Spec (K)

is an integral, separated scheme of dimension one.

By a semistable (respy stable) vector bundle on X of rank n and degree d is meant a locally-free

sheaf of C^-modules V on X such that for every geometric point Spec (K) —>• Spec (R), V ®R K

is a semistable (respy stable) locally-free sheaf on XR of rank n and degree d.

Using Seshadri's "Geometric Invariant Theory over Arbitrary Base", (see [14]), one can con-

struct a moduli space U^s(n,d) for semistable vector bundles on X of rank n and degree d. This

U^s(n,d) is a proper .R-scheme.

Again by using Seshadri's GIT over arbitrary base, one can construct a proper moduli scheme

over R for parabolic semistable vector bundles on X, of fixed rank and degree and fixed types

of parabolic structures given at a finite number of i?-valued points of X over R, generalising the

construction of Mehta-Seshadri [8].

Using the smoothness of Sp-Azuw<w, and the techniques of Seshadri [14], one can construct a

proper i?-scheme A0r(4,0) which is smooth over Spec(R), alongwith a birational, surjective, proper

i?-morphism

i.e., a desingularisation of U^s(2,0) over Spec(i?). Further, for every geometric point Spec (K) —>

Spec (R), one has the following commutative diagram, where the vertical downward arrow on the
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left is the morphism ?r2 of Theorem 6.3.2.1 for k = K:

MXK{A,Q) > Afx(4,0)xSpee(R)Spec(K)

) y «|5(2,0) xSpec{R)Spec(K)

Using the results in Seshadri's GIT over arbitrary base, one can show that the upper horizontal

arrow is an isomorphism, i.e., one may say that the scheme Mx{4,0) specializes well. Further it

can also be shown that the lower horizontal arrow is a bijective birational morphism and hence a

normalisation. This is in fact an isomorphism when the moduli space Wj>s(2,0) has geometrically

reduced fibers over Spec(R).

The proofs of all the above assertions shall appear elsewhere.

7 Application 2: Existence of the Nori Desingularisation Over a
General Base

Introduction. This Section recalls a construction V(2)z) over Z of M. V. Nori (from the Ap-

pendix to Seshadri's paper [13]) and extends this construction to a more general base viz. over a

normal domain R which is a finitely generated algebra over a universally Japanese (Nagata) ring.

The existence and smoothness of the scheme Sp-Azu^/* of specialisations of free rank 4 Azumaya

algebras with arbitrary identity (cf. subsection 5.2) is used to show that the construction V(2jm is

a desingularisation of the Artin moduli space Z(2;#) of R{Xi,..., -X^j-modules of dimension 2 over

R. It is also shown that this desingularisation specializes well to the analogous desingularisation

over any algebraically closed field which is also an .R-algebra, provided the Artin moduli space has

geometrically reduced fibers. This happens for example, when R = Z. In particular, one gets desin-

gularisations over fields of characteristic 2 (for algebraically closed fields of char. ̂ 2 the existence

of such a desingularisation would follow from Seshadri's paper).

Nori's method is based on that of Seshadri's which was used for desingularising £Yjp(2,0). The

latter was shown in the previous section to extend to characteristic 2 and in fact in a characteristic-

free manner. Nori defines a Z-scheme V(2,z) alongwith a canonical morphism V(2Z) —> ^(2,z)

(V(2,z) is denoted in the Appendix, [13], by V2) and uses the following assertion which he does

not prove explicitly: the existence of a canonical Z-smooth Z-scheme structure on the "space of

those specialisations of Azumaya algebra structures on a fixed free Z-module of rank 4, for which

multiplicative identities exist". However, this has been proved over any commutative noetherian

base ring in Subsection 5.2 above.

The analogue V(2#) of V(2)z) is constructed and its smoothness is deduced from that of

^ in the first subsection (7.1). In 7.2, the desingularisation 7(2,H) •' V(2,R) —* ^-(2,R) is
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constructed and the statement at the beginning about the good specialization property of this

desingularisation is established.

7.1 Construction and Smoothness of V(2>R)

7.1.1 Recap: Preliminaries on ~Z.(n,R)

To begin with, one extends the definition of the Artin moduli space Z(nZ) (cf [1]):

Recall 7.1.1.1 Let n,g be integers > 2. Let R be a noetherian commutative ring with 1. Let

M(n,/j)
9 t>e the 5-fold product of the i?-affine .R-scheme M(n,/2) of (n x n)-matrices and consider the

action of the general linear groupscheme GL(rai?) on M(n^
9 given by "simultaneous conjugation".

Let B(n,R) D e the ring of invariants; then ~Z-{n,R) '•— Spec (B(ni#)).

The following result is a direct application of Seshadri's Geometric Invariant Theory over an

Arbitrary Base (see Theorem 3, [14]):

THEOREM 7.1.1.2 The canonical morphism M(n/j)s —> ^(n,R) ^s submersive and surjective:

in fact, for every algebraically closed field K which is also an R-algebra, the induced map on K-

valued points is just the set-theoretic quotient map by the "orbit closure intersection equivalence"

on (M(n /j)
s ®RK)(K); further this morphism is a uniform categorical quotient; moreover, if R is

a finitely generated algebra over a universally Japanese (Nagata) ring, then ~Z.(n,R) JS a scheme of

finite type over R.

Remarks 7.1.1.3

1. The categorical quotient property of the above Theorem implies that if R is an 5-algebra, then

one has a unique morphism ct(n,R,s) such that the following diagram commutes:

(base-dig from S)
4-

7 <*(n,R,S)

Hn,R) •

If further R1 is an i?-algebra, then one gets the following commutative diagram

M{n,R>)9 ^ ^ (M{n,R)
9)®RR' - ^ - > ((M(n>sf)®SR)®RR' = (M(n,S)9)®s

(base-chg from R) (base-chg from S)

and the uniquness of the morphism ci(n,ij',s) implies the equality

a{n,R',S) = (®(n,R,S) ®# R') ° C*(n,R',R)-
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2. From the above Theorem, it follows that the topological map underlying arntRts) of (1) above is

bijective—in fact even bijective on L-valued points for each algebraically closed field L which

is also an i?-algebra.

3. The uniformity of the categorical quotient of the above Theorem implies that when R is a flat S-

algebra, then the base-change of the categorical quotient over S is also a categorical quotient

over R, and so the morphism a^n^s) of (1) above must be an isomorphism.

Recall the terminology "specializes well" introduced in the beginning of the Proof of (3),

Theorem 4.2.10, following Theorem 4.4.2.

THEOREM 7.1.1.4 Let K be an algebraically closed field. Then the uniform categorical quotient

M(n,z)9 ~—*• Z(ra,z) °f Theorem 7.1.1.2 specializes well i.e., the morphism a^n^,x) of (1) of Remarks

7.1.1.3 is an isomorphism.

The above result follows from Section 3 of the paper [4] of Donkin.

NOTE : From now on, the value of the integer g > 2 is fixed.

Remark 7.1.1.5 Let AR := R{Xi,... , Xg} be the noncommuting polynomial algebra over R in g

indeterminates. Let S be a commutative il-algebra with 1. Consider an (S®RAR)-module M which

is free of rank n over 5. If an .S-basis {ej , . . . , en} is chosen for M, so that one has an identification

M = 5®n, then the (S <S>R AR)-module structure on M defines an (S ®R ^4#)-module structure

on Sn, which is equivalent to prescribing a #-tuple of (n x n)-matrices with entries in S i.e., an

5-valued point of M(n>#)9. If another identification M = Sn is chosen, then the corresponding

new S-valued point of M(n^)s is in the GL(n,S) = GL(nR)(5)-orbit of the previous one, where

the action of GL(n,S) on M(n,S)g = M(nj^
s(5) is by simultaneous conjugation. Therefore upto

this action, M(n, S)9 parametrizes pairs (M, {e\,... , en}) where M is an (5 ®R ./l#)-:module with

5-basis {e\,... , en}. Hence the moduli for such modules is given by the categorical quotient ~Z-{n,R)

as defined above.

Before proceeding, one needs to know about what happens to the geometric points of M(n>R\9

corresponding to simple modules in the light of the above remark. To this end, one has the following

elementary

Lemma 7.1.1.6

1. Let x be a point of the topological space {M^R^I underlying M(n>#)s with the property that if K

is an algebraic closure of the residue field K(X) of M^nj^
9 at x, then the g-tuple of matrices

in M(n,K) to which x corresponds makes Kn into a simple (K ®^ AR)-module. Then this
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property ofx is independent of the choice of K. In particular the subset \{^{n,R)gY\

consisting of such points x is well-defined.

2. In the above definition, the phrase "if K is an algebraic closure of" may be replaced by "if K is

some algebraically closed extension field of" or by "if K is any algebraically closed extension

field of" or further by "if K is any extension field of".

3. The property required of x in (1) above is also equivalent to the following one: "for every exten-

sion field K of K(X), the canonical map (K ®R AR) —> M{n,K) = End[((Kn) is surjective.

The proofs of (2) and (3) of the above require Burnside's Theorem.

Definition 7.1.1.7 For each i?-algebra 5" (which is commutative with 1), let (M^n^
9)s(S) C

(M(nm s)(5) consist of those elements of M(n,S)9 for which the canonical map of S'-algebras

(5 <S>R AR) —> M(n, S) is surjective.

The above definition gives a subfunctor of (the functor of points of) M(n R^9 in view of the

right-exactness of tensor product. In fact as an application of Nakayama's Lemma one has the

following

Lemma 7.1.1.8

1. Let S be a noetherian commutative ring with 1, and ip : S{Xi,... ,Xg} —> M(n,S) an S-

algebra homornorphism. Let Us C \Spec(S)\ be the subset of the topological space underlying

Spec(S) consisting of prime ideals p such that tp ®s n(p) is surjective. Then the subset Us is

open and thus acquires the canonical structure of an open subscheme.

2. The subfunctor (M(n^) s)5 of the above definition is open i.e., it is represented by an open

subscheme of M(n ^
s . This open subscheme will also be denoted by (M(n^)9) s . The sub-

set |(M(ra,R)9)S\ of (1) of the previous Lemma is indeed the topological space underlying this

open subscheme and therefore the canonical open immersion (Mtnm
9)s <—>• M/n m9 base-

changes well. Further this open subscheme is PGL(n;^-invariant and one denotes its quotient

by ^(n,R)s '•= (M(niii)
9)VPGL(n,fi)- The canonical quotient morphism (M^R)

9)S —> ̂ -{n,R)s

is also a quotient of the type mentioned in Theorem 7.1.1.2 and hence the open immersion

R)9)s *-*• ^(n,R)9 descends to give an open immersion 7.^nR^s «->• X^nRy

Remarks 7.1.1.9

1. When R is normal and integral, since M( n R) s (resp. (M^nR^9)s) is also normal and integral, it

follows from Geometric Invariant Theory that ?-(n,R) (resp. Z^n,R)s) is normal and integral.
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2. The considerations of 7.1.1.3 also apply to the quotient (M^n^
9)s —> Z(n#) s so that if R is an S

algebra then one has a unique morphism as,n R 5> such that the following diagram commutes:

)

(base-chg from S)

(n,R)S

and when R is a flat 5-algebra, the morphism a? R s^ is an isomorphism. If further i?' is an

i?-algebra, then one gets the following commutative diagram

(base-chg from R) (base-chg from S)

(Z(n,S)S ®S R) ®R R'= Z^gf ®S R>

and the uniquness of the morphism a?n Rl S\ implies the equality

a(n,R',S) = (a(n,R,S) ®R R') ° a(n,R>,R)-

The topological map underlying a? R 5-, is bijective—in fact even bijective on L-valued points

for each algebraically closed field L which is also an i?-algebra. Finally, the categorical quotient

property of Z(n/j)s implies that the following diagram commutes:

s
 atn,R,S) s

Z(n,R) • Z ( n ; 5 ) S ® 5 i ?

open immersion (open imm: base-chg from S)

Z(n,R) > Z(n,S) ®S R

3. By Seshadri's GIT Over Arbitrary Base, it can be seen that the canonical quotient morphism

(M(n)z)9)s —> Z-(n,z)$ specializes well—in fact, one has more, see 7.2.1.16. When K is an

algebraically closed field, the action of PGL(n K^ on (M(n,K)9)S 1S scheme-theoretically free,

so that Z(n Kjs is a geometric quotient under a free action (see Artin [1]). This geometric

quotient 7.^^ (which is = Z(nZ)s<g>zK via as, KZJ is the smooth open subscheme of ~Z.{n,K)

whose set of L-valued points corresponds to the set of isomorphism classes of simple (L <g>z A)-

modules of dimension n over L, for each algebraically closed extension field L of K, where

4. With K and L as above, the set of L-valued points of "Z-(n,K) c a n ^ e identified canonically

with the set of equivalence classes of (L <S>z vl)-modules of dimension n over L under the

equivalence M ~ M' iff gr(M) = gr(M') where gr(M) denotes the associated graded module

®IIQ (Mi+i/Mi) with Mo C Mi C ••• C Mr — M a Jordan-Holder series for M (see Artin

[I])-
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5. Thus the singularities (if any) of the normal variety ^-(n,K) u e outside the open set 2.^n^)s• In

fact, even when char(.RT)=0, there are singularities, so that T-{n,z) ls noi smooth over Z. To

see this, take K = C and M := £Yjp(n,0), the normal projective variety of equivalence classes

of semi-stable vector bundles of rank n and degree zero on a smooth projective curve X of

genus g over K. Let mo € M be the point corresponding to the trivial vector bundle of

rank n. Then mo is a singular point of M (see the beginning of the previous section 6). An

application of Luna's Etale Slice Theorem shows that the completion of the local ring of M

at mo is isomorphic to the completion of the local ring of ^-(n,K) a t the point corresponding

to the g-tuple of identity matrices. The aim of the present Section is to show the existence of

the Nori desingularisation of Z(2,R) when R is a normal domain which is a finitely generated

algebra over a universally Japanese (Nagata) ring, and that it specializes well whenever ~Z-(2,B)

is geometrically reduced, and hence in particular when R = Z.

7.1.2 The Definition of V(2vR)

Nori in the Appendix to [13] constructs a scheme Hilb(TO)Z) which is a moduli for "monogenic A2-

modules", and his candidate for desingularising Z(2)Z) is caught as a closed subscheme of Hilb(4Z).

The following shows that the analogue Hilb^^ of Hilb(raZ) may also be constructed. The role of

monogenic modules here is analogous to that of parabolic vector bundles in the previous Section.

Definition 7.1.2.1 Let R be a noetherian commutative ring with 1 and as before let the noncom-

muting polynomial algebra over R in g indeterminates be denoted by AR := R{Xi,..., Xg}. For

any commutative ii!-algebra 5 with 1, let Hilb(n#)(5) denote the set of isomorphism classes of pairs

(M,m) where (1) M is an (5 ®R ̂ ij)-module, which is locally free of rank n as an 5-module, and

(2) m e M generates M as (5 ®R ̂ l^-module. Equivalently Hilb(n^{R) is the set of left ideals

/ C (S <8>K AR) such that (S ®R AR)/I is locally free of rank n as an 5-module.

Nori's method of showing the representability of the functor Hilb(nZ) also works to give the rep-

resentability of Hilb(n ^ . This may be shown by the construction of a quotient of the following

functor.

Definition 7.1.2.2 For each commutative .R-algebra 5, let U(nj#)(5) denote the set of triples

(M,{ei,... ,en},m) where (1) M is an (5 ®# ^)-module, (2) {e\,... ,en} is a basis for M as

an 5-module, and (3) M is an m-monogenic (5 <8>j? .A#)-niodule, i.e., m G M generates M as

(5
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Remarks 7.1.2.3

1. Using a reasoning similar to the one in Remark 7.1.1.5 above, one sees that for any commutative

i2-algebra 5, the set of pointed free modules, i.e., triples (M, {e i , . . . ,e n},m) where M is

an (5 <S>R AR)-modu\e which is free of rank n as an 5-module with basis {e i , . . . , en} and

m € M, may be canonically identified with the set of 5-valued points of the product T(n #) :=

M(nm
9 X-R &R where AR is affine n-space over R. Moreover two such triples are isomorphic

(as pointed modules) iff the corresponding 5-valued points are in the same orbit of GL(n, S).

Here the action on the first factor of T(n #) is the one described in Definition 7.1.1.1 while

the action on the second factor is the canonical one.

2. Note that U(n>JR)(5) may also be canonically identified (functorially in 5) with the set of pairs

(I, {e i , . . . , en}) where / C (5 ®R AR) is a left ideal such that (5 0R AR)/I is free of rank n

as an 5-module with basis {e i , . . . , en}.

3. For each commutative i?-algebra 5, one has a canonical identification of U(n m(S) with a

GL(n)#)(5)-invariant subset of T^nR^(S). Moreover, this identification is functorial in 5. Thus

one gets a subfunctor U(nm c-» T(n>m. It can be checked that this is an open subfunctor,

and henceforth V(n,R) shall also denote the open GL(n ^-invariant subscheme of T(n,R) which

represents it.

When the base R = Z, the relationships between the open subscheme U(n>Z) mentioned above, the

functor Hilb(nZ) of Nori and the Artin moduli space T-{n,z) a r e given in the following result:

THEOREM 7.1.2.4 (Nori, Proposition 1, [13]) For the action of GL(n;Z) on U (nZ) described

above, ^(n,z) —*• ̂ {n,z)l^{n,z) is a locally-trivial principal GL(nZybundle. Further U(n Z)/GL(nZ)

represents Hilb(nZ) and the first projection U(ra>Z) •—> T(nZ) = ^(n,z)g x Az —> M(nZ)9 goes down

to a protective morphism Hilb(raZ) —> Z(nZ\.

Remark 7.1.2.5 It is immediate from the above and the very definition of Hilb(n ^ that Hilb(n#)

is representable over any base R and that the construction U(n,R) —> Hilb(n ^ base-changes well.

Remark 7.1.2.6 Now it will be shown that there is a projective morphism Hilb(n ^ —> ^-in,R)

(generalizing the case of R = Z in 7.1.2.4) such that the following diagram commutes

U(n,B) > MMs

I I
Hilb(n)#) > ~?-(n,R)

where the top horizontal arrow is the GL(njK)-equivariant morphism given by the restriction, to

the GL(n m-invariant open subscheme U(nm, of the canonical first projection T / n ^ = (MrnR\9 x
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AJJ) —> M(nR-)S which is also GL(n ^-equivariant. Since V(n,R) —•>• Hilb(nvR) is certainly a categor-

ical quotient by 7.1.2.4 and 7.1.2.5, it is clear that 3 a unique morphism Hilb(n ^ —> ~Z-(n,R) such

that the above diagram commutes, so only its projectivity has to be shown. For this, observe that

the above diagram can be expanded to give the following commutative diagram

"7

Hn,R)

(base—chg from Z)

where the right downward horizontal arrow exists by the categorial quotient property mentioned in

7.1.1.2 and is the unique morphism that makes the right rectangle commute. Again by the categorial

quotient property of ^i(n,R) —* Hilb(ra^, it follows that the composition of the lower horizontal

arrows must be the same as the base-change from Z of the morphism Hilb(njZ) —> Z(raZ\ of 7.1.2.4

(where Remark 7.1.2.5 has been used to identify the base change to R of U(nZ) —> Hilb(nZ) with

U(n,K) —* Hilb(n;#)). But this last morphism is projective, and the second lower horizontal arrow

is separated, so the first lower horizontal arrow is projective as claimed.

Definition 7.1.2.7 With the notations of Definition 7.1.2.1, let H\\b[nR)(S) C Hilb(nvR)(S) denote

the subset corresponding to two-sided ideals / .

R e m a r k s 7.1.2.8

1. For an ideal I € Hilb/n^(5) , note that (S<S>RAR)/I is not only a monogenic S'-module locally-

free of rank n, but also an 5-algebra which is associative and has an identity for multiplication.

2. Hi lb/ n^ is a closed subfunctoroi Hilb(n^). So by Nori's Theorem above, HilbL R\ is represented

by a closed subscheme of U(n ^ /GL( n ^). In the following, Hilb(n;m (respectively Hilb'^ m) will

denote both the functor as well as its representing scheme.

Definition 7.1.2.9 Let P(n,R) denote the restriction of the locally-trivial principal GL/n ^-bundle

U(n,i?) —> U(n>ie)/GL(n^) = Hilb(n>#) to the closed subscheme Hilb|n ^ C Hilb(n>#) defined above.

R e m a r k 7.1.2.10 P(n,R) 1S a closed subscheme of V(n,R) Further, by part (2) of Remarks 7.1.2.3

above, it is easy to see that P(ntR)(S) can be identified (functorially in the i?-algebra 5) with the

set of pairs (/, {e i , . . . , en}) where I C (S <8># AR) is a two-sided ideal such that (S <S>R AR)/I is

free of rank n as an 5-module with basis {e i , . . . , e n }.

The smoothness of the il-scheme which will eventually desingularise ~Z-(2,R) W1^ D e deduced from

the smoothness of Sp-Azu^,*, which was defined and proved to be smooth when the i2-module W

is free of rank 4 in 5.2 above. Let W denote the free module R®n of rank n with the standard basis.
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Recall from subsection 5.1 the representable functor Assoc-Mgw „,. Note that when W is free of rank

m2, Sp-IKzuw+ is a subfunctor of Assoc-Algjy*. As a first step, the following relates Assoc-Algjy * to

P(n,R)-

Definition 7.1.2.11 Let 5 be a commutative H-algebra. Let (/, {ei, . . . ,en}) G P(n,R)(S) be as in

the above Remark. The associative 5-algebra with identity (5 <8># AR)/I defines an associative 5-

algebra structure with identity on W®RS via the 5-module isomorphism ((S®RAR)/I) = W®RS

defined by mapping the 5-basis {ei,. . . , en} onto the standard 5-basis on W ®R S = R®n <g># S =

5®n. In this way one gets a mapping

9(n,R)(S) : P(n,R)(S) —> Assoc-

Remarks 7.1.2.12

1. It is clear from the above definition that 9(ra>/j)(5) is functorial in 5 i.e., one has a morphism of

i?-schemes

9(n,R) : P(n,R) > AsSOC-AlgW)!);.

2. Recall that P(n,R) i s a locally-closed GL(n ̂ - invariant subscheme of the scheme T(n>jR) defined in

(1) of 7.1.2.3 above. Further also recall from Section 5 that Assoc-Algjy * is a GL(njm = GL^-

invariant subscheme of Algjy. Now with respect to these actions of GL(n#), the morphism

9(n,R) above is equivariant.

The main fact about the morphism ginm defined above is

PROPOSITION 7.1.2.13 (Nori, Lemma 1, Appendix, [13])

9(n,R) ?s a smooth morphism.

Note: From now on, W will denote the free module i?®4 of rank 4 over R given the

standard basis.

Definition 7.1.2.14 Define the schemes \-{2,R)I ^{2,R)I V(2,R)I
 a n d Vf2m as per the following

commutative diagram:

. open _ , closed

Azuw,* > SpAzu >

open . closed

/s open . . closed
{2,R) > V (2 ,K) >
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The top row of the above diagram is the GL(4jR) = GLiy-equivafiant sequence of Cor.5.2.11. L(2i#)

and H(2,«) are respectively the base-changes of Sp-Azu^/* and Azuw,*- Since <?(4,.R) is GL(4m-

equivariant as remarked above, it follows that the middle row of the above diagram is also QL^Ry

equivariant. An application of Theorem 5.2.2 shows that the GL(4;#)-equivariant closed subscheme

L(2,ij) descends to give a closed subscheme V(2).R). Let V/2 m denote the canonical open subscheme

structure on the topological image of H(2)H) in V(2,R)—*ms image is open since \-(2,R) -—*• ^(2,R)

is also a locally-trivial principal GL(4 ^-bundle (see Cor.5.2.3) and hence is a flat morphism of

finite type of noetherian schemes which is open. The canonical morphism H(2VR) —> V(2,R) factors

through V?2Ry. The scheme V(2,z) is Nori's candidate for a birational model for Z(2)Z).

7.1.3 Smoothness and Good Base-Change of V(2,ij)

THEOREM 7.1.3.1 The scheme V(2,R) of Definition 7.1.2.14 ? s smooth/R and also base-changes

well.

PROOF: Since Sp-Azu^^ is smooth/i? (recall that rank(W) = 4) by Subsection 5.2, and since

L(2,fl) —^ Sp-Azuw+ is a smooth morphism being the base-change of 9{A,R) (cf- Prop. 7.1.2.13), it

follows that L(2).R) is also smooth/i?. The smoothness/i? of L(2 R^ and V(2,/j) are equivalent by Cor.

5.2.4.

Prom the description of P(4,H) m 7.1.2.10, and the definition of g^n>R) (cf. 7.1.2.12), and

Cor.5.2.13, it is immediate that the portion consisting of the top two rows of the commutative

diagram of def.7.1.2.14 base-changes well. That the whole diagram including the bottom row also

base-changes well is now a consequence of the very definition 7.1.2.14 and Theorem 5.2.12. Q.E.D.

7.2 The Desingularisation 7(2,#) : V(2,R) —> ^(2,R)

7.2.1 The Isomorphism jL R,

R continues to be a noetherian commutative ring with 1. Further hypotheses on R will be made at

the appropriate places. The aim of 7.2.1 is to establish an isomorphism jL R\ • Vf2 R\ —> ^•{2,R)S

which will capture the "birational part" of the desingularising morphism 7(2,H) to be constructed

later.

Lemma 7.2.1.1 Let K be an algebraically closed field which is also an R-algebra. Let I C (K

AR) be a two-sided ideal such that there exists a K-algebra isomorphism (j>i : (K ®R AR)/I =

Mn(K), where AR := R{X\,... ,Xg} and Mn(K) is the algebra of (n x n)-matrices over K. Such

an isomorphism defines a (K ®R AR)-module structure M<pj on the K-vector space Kn (given the

standard basis so that EndxiK71) — Mn(K)). Then one has:
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1. Mfj,; is simple and its isomorphism class does not depend on (j>j. As a consequence, one writes

simply Mj for

2. If Mi = Mr (as (K ®R AR)-modules), then 1 = 1'.

3. Given a simple (K ®R AR)-module structure M on Kn, 3 I such that M = Mi.

The proofs of (1) and (2) are elementary. The proof of (3) uses Burnside's Theorem.

Lemma 7.2.1.2 The construction V?2 m base-changes well.

P R O O F : This was already seen implicitly in the proof of Theorem 7.1.3.1. Another way of seeing

this is from the description of the functor of points of V?2 m: for each commutative i?-algebra S

with 1, y\2tR){S) may be identified functorially in S (cf. (1) of 7.1.2.8 and 7.1.2.14) with the set of

two-sided ideals I C (S <8>R AR) such that the quotient (5 ®R AR)/I is locally-free of rank 4 as an

5-module and is also an Azumaya 5-algebra. Q.E.D.

By the above Lemma, if / € V/2 m (L) where L is an algebraically closed field which is also an

j?-algebra, then (L ®R AR)/I is a 4-dimensional Azumaya L-algebra. But by (2) of Prop.2.2.2,

this algebra is isomorphic to Mi{V). Therefore it defines a (L ®R ̂ 4#)-module structure on L2

and following the notations of Lemma 7.2.1.1 above, the isomorphism class of this simple module

is denoted [Mi]. Next let K be an algebraically closed subfield of L which is also an R-algebra.

Observe that since (L ®z A-£) = (L ®R AR), [MI] € Z(2,K)S(L) by the description of ~Z-(n,K)s given

in (3) of Remarks 7.1.1.9. Note also that by the above Lemma,

V(2,.R) W : = (V?2lfl) ®R L)(L) = ((V(2,tf) ®R K) ®K L)(L) = (WS
(2>K) ®K L)(L) =: V

Now parts (2) and (3) of Lemma 7.2.1.1 clearly imply the following

Lemma 7.2.1.3 With the above notations, the association

1S
{2,K)(L) : V\2,K){L) - > Z{2,K)S{L) , I ^ [MT]

is a well-defined bijective map.

Definition 7.2.1.4 Continuing with the above notations, let

—> Z(2,R)S(L) = (Z{2,R)S ®R L)(L) = (Z%R)
S ®R K)(L)

denote the composition Q;^2^i?)(I,)o7(
s
2jir)(L) where a$

{2KR)(L) : Z(2,K)S(L) —> (Z(2,R)S ®RK)(L)

is the bijective map of (2), 7.1.1.9. Note that by the above Lemma, jL RAL) is bijective.
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Before showing that the above maps are maps underlying morphisms, one needs the following

Definition 7.2.1.5 The diagonal embedding M(n)#) '-*• M(n2#) commutes with the conjugation

actions of PGL(rajR) and PGL(n2)jR) (for the diagonal embedding of PGL(ra!#) in PGL(n2#)). Therefore

by Theorem 7.1.1.2 there is an induced morphism A(n,R) '• ~^-{n,R) —* ^-(n2,R)-

Remarks 7.2.1.6

1. Let K C L be an extension of algebraically closed fields. On L-valued points, it is easy to see

that the morphism ^(n,K) sends the equivalence class of a (L <S>K ^4i<:)-inodule M to the

equivalence class of the (L ®K AK)-module M© • • • ffi M (n summands), with the equivalence

described in (4) of Remarks 7.1.1.9. The uniqueness of the summands upto an ordering in the

associated graded module for a Jordan-Holder Series implies that A(n,/n(£) is injective.

2. If S is a commutative i?-algebra with 1, then one has the following diagram

-j a(n,S,iJ) v
L(n,S) > L(n,R)

A(n,s)
si-

which commutes because of the categorical quotient property of ~Z-(n,s) •

3. Taking 5 = K an algebraically closed field in (2) above, one sees from (1) above and (2) of 7.1.1.3

that A(njR) is topologically injective—even injective on L- valued points for each algebraically

closed field L which is an i?-algebra.

4. It can be seen that A( n Z ) and A(n,K) a r e closed immersions.

By Theorem 7.1.2.4 there is a projective morphism Hilb(4Z) —> Z(4jZ). Recall from Definition

7.1.2.14 that V(2,z) is a closed subscheme of Hilb/4Z) C Hilb(4)Z). Let jU(2,z) '• ̂ (2,z) —* ̂ (4,z) be the

induced morphism, which is clearly projective.

PROPOSITION 7.2.1.7 There exists a projective morphism 7(2,z) : V(2,z) ~~~^ Z(2,z) whose re-

striction to the open subscheme V/2 z\ factors through the open subscheme ~Z-(2,z)s by a morphism

7?2 z^ for which the map on K-valued points is precisely the map 7?2 Z\(K) of 7.2.1.4 above, for each

algebraically closed field K.

The proof of the above depends on the following fact: let / C (K <g>z Aj) be a two-sided ideal the

quotient by which is isomorphic as K-algebra to Mn(K); then the associated graded module to this

quotient (as (K <8>z ̂ 4z)-module) is isomorphic to M/ © • • • © M/ (n summands) where Mi is as in
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(1) of Lemma 7.2.1.1 (for the case R = Z) above. This follows from the well-known description of

Mn(if)-modules (for instance see Serge Lang's book Algebra, 3rd Edition, Chapter XVII, Section

6, Proof of Theorem 5.5). The above fact implies that VJ e V 2̂

Now the proof of the above Proposition can be easily deduced by combining the above with the

following facts: (1) Z(2,z)s a n d Vf2Z) are respectively dense open subschemes of the integral schemes

Z(2jz) a n d V(2,z); (2) A(2)z) is a closed immersion and (3) M(2,z) is a projective morphism. One

immediately sees that the scheme-theoretic images of f^(2,z) and A(2,z) a r e o n e a n d the same (as

closed subschemes of Z(4]Z)) • Hence one has a projective morphism

)(A(2,Z)) ° M(2,Z) : V(2,Z) > Z(2,z)

where (A',2 ZJ denotes the isomorphism induced by A(2jz) onto its image. For each algebraically

closed field K, the map on K-valued points induced by the restriction to V?2ZN of the above

morphism factors through the subset Z(2;Z)*3{K) C Z(2,z)(if) by a map which is none other than the

map 7?2 zy{K) of Def. 7.2.1.4 above. It follows that the above morphism restricted to V?2 ZN factors

through Z(2Z)S by a morphism which is therefore denoted by jf2z%. Hence one writes 7(2jZ) for

((A/2 z 0 °A*(2,z)) a n ( i o n e ^ ias that 7?2 z-, followed by the canonical open immersion Z(2)z)S c ^ Z(2 z)

is the same as 7(2,z)|V(2Z).

Arguing on similar lines as above, one also gets the following

PROPOSITION 7.2.1.8 Let K be an algebraically closed field. There exists a projective mor-

phism 7(2,in : V(2,K) —*• ~?-{2,K) whose restriction to the open subscheme Vf2 K^ factors through the

open subscheme ~L{2,K)S by a morphism 7?2 K^ for which the map on L-valued points is precisely the

map 7?2 K){L) of 7.2.1.3 above, for each algebraically closed extension field L of K. Further one

has that 7(2)Z) ®K Z = ct(2,K,z) ° 1(2,K)> where the identification V(2]z) ®z K = V(2,K) ^as as usual

been made in view of 7.1.3.1.

THEOREM 7.2.1.9 The morphism jf2z\ • V(2jZ) —> z(2,z)s °f 7.2.1.7 is an isomorphism.

The last assertion of Theorem 7.2.1.8 implies alongwith (2) of 7.1.1.9 that 7?2 z, ®K ^ = a(2 KZ)°

•yf2 Ky Further a^ i f z ) ^s a n isomorphism by (3) of 7.1.1.9. So the above Theorem implies the

following

THEOREM 7.2.1.10 The morphism 7?2K) '• V(2,z) —^ Z(2,z)5 of 7.2.1.8 is an isomorphism.

Before going into the proof of Theorem 7.2.1.9, note that the above two Theorems imply the

following
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THEOREM 7.2.1.11 The morphisms 7(2,2) : V(2,z) —> ^(2,z) and 7(2,A") : ^(2,K) —• ^(2,x) a r e

desingularisations, and in fact, the base-change of 7(2,z) ^° -^ TOa2/ &e canonically identified with

7(2,K) *-e-> ^ e desingularisation 7(2,2) ^os a good specialisation property.

PROOF: The morphism 7(2,z) is projective (Proposition 7.2.1.7) and is birational as asserted above.

The smoothness/Z of V(2,z) follows from the case R = Z of Theorem 7.1.3.1. Similar arguments hold

when Z is replaced by K. The good specialisation property is a consequence of the very construction

of 7(2,z) a n d the fact that a^2,K,z) is a n isomorphism. Q.E.D.

The key to the proof of Theorem 7.2.1.9 is the following

PROPOSITION 7.2.1.12 For every algebraically closed field K, the base changed morphism,

7(s
2,z) ®z K • V(2,z) ®z K —>• Z ( 2 ) Z )

5 ®z K

is an isomorphism.

Theorem 7.2.1.9 follows from the case K = Q of the above result and the following, which is

just one of the avatars of Zariski's Main Theorem (cf. A. Grothendieck's EGA IV, Section 8).

PROPOSITION 7.2.1.13 Let R be an integral domain, and let f : X —> Y be an R-morphism

of finite type of integral schemes over Spec (R) such that (1) f is bijective; (2) the structure mor-

phism Y —> Spec (R) is surjective; (3) the base change

f ®R Q(R) : X ®R Q(R) -+Y®R Q(R)

is an isomorphism, where Q(R) is the quotient field of R and, (4) Y is normal. Then f is an

isomorphism.

Hence it remains to prove Proposition 7.2.1.12. By the remarks made just before Theorem

7.2.1.10, it enough to prove the following

PROPOSITION 7.2.1.14 There exists a morphism SL K, : Z(2>^)s —> ^(2K) which is an in-

verse to the morphism "i^KY

The existence of a morphism 8L K^ as above is proved in Subsection 4.2.2 of [15]. Before recalling

an outline of that proof, the background notation is setup as follows. Let {Spec(jRj) | 1 < i < m}

be an open covering of the open subscheme ~Z-(2,K)S of ^(2,if) corresponding to simple modules

(Remark (3) of 7.1.1.9). Note that since Z(2,#-)s is smooth, each R4 is a finitely generated K-

algebra which is also a regular domain. Since {M^,K)g)s —> ^-(2,K)S = (^(2,K)9)S/PGL(2)K") is an
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affine morphism, the open covering {Spec(i?i) | 1 < i < m] induces by pullback an open covering

{Spec(i?^) | 1 < i < m} of {^{2,K)gY by smooth PGL(2).K;)-invariant open subschemes. For each

i, the canonical inclusion Spec(i?^) <-» (Mr2,K)9)s corresponds to a g-tuple of matrices in M2(R'i)

which in turn corresponds to an (R^ <S>K AK)-module structure on {R[)2 given the standard basis

i.e., an i?^-algebra homomorphism

Pi : (R'i ®K AK) —> Endflj ({R'tf) = M2{R'i) (where AK := K{XU . . . , Xg}).

With the above notations, the following are the main steps leading to the proof of Proposition

7.2.1.14:

Step 1. For each 2, the kernel of pi is a two-sided ideal I{ C {R[ ®K AK) the quotient by which is

locally-free as i?^-module of constant rank 4.

Step 2. By the very definition of Hilb|4 K^ (7.1.2.7), the ideals Jj of Step 1 above lie in Hilb|4

and by Theorem 7.1.2.4 and Remark (2) of 7.1.2.8, each I{ correponds to a if-morphism

S\ : Spec(-Rj-) —> Hilb'(4)if). Now the claim is that the 6^ are all PGL(2,^)-invariant, and so

they descend to the quotient to give JC-!tnorphisms Si : Spec(Ri) —> Hilb/4 Ky

SStep 3. The morphisms Si of Step 2 above patch to define a morphism ^(2,/f) :
 ~Z-{2,K)

Step 4- The morphism 8Q,K) °f Step 3 above factors through V®2JKA by a morphism SL K, :

^-{2,K)S —* V(2 K) which is the inverse to the morphism jL Ky

Now the discussion proceeds to construct the isomorphism jL R) f° r "good" base rings R viz.

those that satisfy the following

Hypotheses 7.2.1.15 R is a normal integral domain which is finitely generated over a universally

Japanese (Nagata) ring.

THEOREM 7.2.1.16 Let R satisfy the hypotheses of 7.2.1.15 above. Then the morphism

^•(2,R)S (cf- (%) °f Lemma 7.1.1.8) base-changes well to extensions R' of R which also satisfy

7.2.1.15. In other words, the canonical morphism O-UR1 R) °f (®) °f 7-1-1-9 iS an isomorphism

such that the following diagram commutes

a(2,R',R)

Before going into the proof of the above, notice that it allows the following
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Definition 7.2.1.17 By base-changing the isomorphism 7?22} of Theorem 7.2.1.9 to R and using

Lemma 7.2.1.2, one gets an isomorphism 7?2Z) ®z R '• V(2,R) — ^(2,z)5 ®z R- Let the composition

of this isomorphism with the inverse of the isomorphism a.% R z-. of the above Theorem be denoted

(2,R)SZ ( ) S

Proof of Theorem 7.2.1.16. Recall from (2) of 7.1.1.9 that af2R, Rs is bijective (in fact it

is bijective on L-valued points for every algebraically closed field L which is also an .R'-algebra).

Further Z(2)#')5 is of finite type over R' by 7.1.1.2, and so it follows that as,2 R, m is a morphism of

finite type. Therefore in the sense of A. Grothendieck's EGA II, 6.2.3, it is a quasi-finite morphism.

Note also that it is an affine morphism, and hence it is separated.

Next, note the following properties of ~Z.(2,z)S <g>z R', which, as seen above, is of finite type over

R'. Since R' is an integral domain, it follows (by GIT) that Z(2>Rns is integral, and so it is immediate

that Z(n,R)S<8>RR' is irreducible. Now by Theorems 7.1.3.1 and 7.2.1.9, 7-{2,z) is smooth/Z and hence

its base-change Z(2 2) s ®%R' is also smooth/i?'. Therefore Z(2,z)s ®%R' is integral. Further, since R'

is normal, it follows that Z(2,z)s ®z R' is a ls° normal.

Finally, let Q(R') denote the quotient field of Rr. By (2) of 7.1.1.9, one has the following

commutative diagram

Q(R')

I i I
(2Q(fi')) y H2,Rf) ®R' mK ) > L(2,R')

I I
Spec(Q(R')) Spec(Q(R')) > Spec{R')

where a.% nrRI\ R>\ is an isomorphism. Also by (2), 7.1.1.9 one has that

(a(2,R',Z) ®R' Q(R')) ° a(2,Q(R'),R') = a(2,Q(R'),zy

Therefore afo D/ _N is an isomorphism by Theorem 7.2.1.13. The same is true of afo D _ .̂ But again

by the uniqueness of the morphism as,2 R, m ((2), 7.1.1.9), one has that

(a(2,R,Z) ®R R') ° (a(2,R',R)) = a(2,R',Z)

where the canonical identification (Z(2,z)s ®z R) <8>R R' — ^-(2,zf ®z R' has been made. From this it

follows that aL R, Rs is indeed an isomorphism. Q.E.D.

7.2.2 Const ruc t ion and Specialization of 7(2,K)

THEOREM 7.2.2.1 Let R satisfy the hypotheses 7.2.1.15. Then there exists a unique projective

morphism 7(2,i?) : V(2,R) —*• ^-(2,R) whose restriction to the open subscheme V?2 R, factors through
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the isomorphism lU R) constructed in 7.2.1—in other words, 7(2,ij) *'* a desingularisation. If it is

further assumed that the geometric fibers o/Z(2#) are reduced, then this desingularisation specializes

well—in particular, this is indeed the case when R = Z.

The proof of the above Theorem will be divided into four steps.

Step 1: Construction of the Set-theoretic Map Underlying 7(2VR)- By Prop.7.2.1.7 and

the good base-change property of V(2,R) of Theorem 7.1.3.1, one gets a morphism

7(2,Z) ®TL R • V(2,iJ) > Z(2)Z) ®Z R-

Let |7(2,z) ®z R\ '• |V(2,ie) I —> |Z(2,z) ®z R\ be the underlying map of topological spaces. Note that

this map is surjective. Next let |cK(2,i?,z)l : |Z(2,.R)| —> l^(2,z) ®z R\ denote the bijective map of

topological spaces underlying the morphism a(2,.R,z) (see (1) and (2) of Remarks 7.1.1.3). It follows

that the map of sets

|7(2,K)I : = l«(2,fl,Z)r1 ° |7(2,Z)®Z-R| : |V(2)H)| >• |Z(2,B)I

is surjective. Further note that this map restricted to the open subset V?2> m ^ V(2J?) is a morphism

i.e., 17(2,/?)I restricted to |V?2 m| factors through |Z ( 2 ^ S | by a set-theoretic map denoted |7?2 m|

which is none other than the map underlying the isomorphism 7?2 ™ of 7.2.1.17.

Step 2: Showing that the Map of Step 1 above is a Birational Morphism. Before

proceeding further, observe that V(2#) is a normal integral separated scheme of finite type over

R. Since R is reduced and normal, and V(-2)JR) is smooth/i? (7.1.3.1), V(2,R) 1S certainly reduced,

normal and separated. To see that it is irreducible, recall the diagram of 7.1.2.14. Since 9(^R) is a

smooth morphism (7.1.2.13) and hence open, and Azujy,* is an open dense subscheme of Sp-Aziiy^

(by the very definition of Sp-Azu^*), it follows that H(2jR) is an open dense subscheme of L(2,ie)-

Further as noted in 7.1.2.14, L(2).R) —> ^(2,R) is open and surjective and hence Vf2 m is open

and dense in V^,R)- But V?2 i^ = Z^,R)S y ia the isomorphism lUR) (7.2.1.17), and since Z(2jm

is irreducible, it follows that V(2 R^ is also irreducible. By Remark 7.1.2.6, one has a projective

morphism Hilb(4 ^ —> Z^R^ and so the the composite morphism V(2,R) C-> Hilb(4 ^ —> ^(4,W is

also projective since the first one is a closed immersion. This put together with the fact that Z(4)#)

is of finite type over R (because of the hypotheses 7.2.1.15 and Theorem 7.1.1.2) implies that V(2 R\

is also of finite type over R.

Let the set-theoretic graph of I70 m | be denoted by
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That this set is closed follows from the fact that it is the topological space underlying the inverse-

image of I \ 7 £,_#)—the graph of the morphism 7(2,z) <8>z R induced by the base change of 7(2,z)

of 7.2.1.7—under the morphism (Idy x a^2,R,z))- Let the canonical reduced induced closed sub-

scheme structure on F|7 | be denoted

XfiZ(2,JS))

in spite of the fact that the morphism 7(2,/?) has yet to be shown to exist. Let the base-change of

this closed subscheme by the canonical open immersion V*2 ™ x# ~Z-{2,R)S ̂  V%R) XR Z(2,K) give

the closed subscheme

Since this subscheme is also an open subscheme of F7(2 R), it follows that it is also reduced. One

also has another reduced closed subscheme IV M- V?2 ̂  xR ^-(2,R)S corresponding to the graph

of the (iso)morphism *y?2 R\- ^n fact o n e n a s the equality of closed subschemes F7* = F ' s

which follows from the easy check that their underlying topological spaces are the same, since both

are reduced. Let p\ : V(2)/j) XR Z(2)JR) —> V(2,R) denote the canonical first projection. It is now

straightforward that

when further restricted to the open subscheme F7« = F ^ factors through the open subscheme

V?2R-> by an isomorphism (onto V/2R-,). Hence (pi\T7{2R)) is birational. It is easy to check that this

map is also topologically bijective. Now 7-{2,R) 1S °f finite type over R because of the hypotheses

7.2.1.15 and Theorem 7.1.1.2. Therefore it follows that the morphism (pi|F7(2 R.) is also a morphism

of finite type and hence also quasi-finite in the sense of EGA II, 6.2.3. That this morphism is also

affine (and hence separated) follows from the fact that Z(2)JR) is a n affine i?-scheme.

The final thing is to observe that F7 ,2K , is an integral separated scheme of finite-type over R.

The finite-typeness and separatedness follow from the above observations on V(2 ^ and (pjjr7 ).

The only thing to be shown is that F7(2 R) is irreducible. The following shows that every point of

|F7(2>iJ)| is a limit point of | r^ 2 i J ) | . Hence |F7 ( 2 i e ) | C \Fjf2R)\ (closure in |V(2,.R) XR Z(2,J?)|). But on

the other hand
open

and F7(2 R) is closed which implies that |F7« j C ( and hence = ) |F7(2 |. Now F7s is irreducible

since it is isomorphic to Vf2 R\ and hence F7(2 R) is also irreducible.

Pick a point ip : Spec(K) —> F7(2 R) where K is an algebraically closed field which is also an

.R-algebra. By projecting onto V(2ij) and Z(2)«) one gets points n £ V(2jj)(if) = \Z(2,K)(K) and

"* € Z(2,R){K) = (Z(2,R) ®RK)(K) such that (7(2,z)®z-K")(w) = {a^,R,z)®RK)(m) because of the
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very definition of |F 7 ( 2 R)\. One has the following commutative diagram

V (2 jZ) ®z K

7(2,*:) 7(2,2)®=-

a(2,iJ,2;)<S>RA
K > Z(2)z) <S>Z -K

where the outermost arrows commute by Theorem 7.2.1.11 and the central vertical downward arrow

has been defined so tha t the diagram commutes. By (1) and (2) of 7.1.1.3, the composition of the

lower horizontal arrows must be the bijective morphism a^2,K,z) ( i n fact, this last morphism is

an isomorphism, which implies tha t oi{2,K,R) 1S a surjective closed immersion). So the second of

the lower horizontal arrows of the above commutative diagram is bijective. Therefore one has tha t

(a(2,K,R) °l{2,K)){K){n) = m, i.e., (n,m) is a if-point of the graph YK of (a^,K,R)°l(2,K))- FK is

an integral closed subscheme of

( , ) ) ®K (Z(2,iJ) ®R K) = (V(2)B) ®R 1{2,R)) ®R K

since it is isomorphic to V(2;j^). By (2) of 7.1.1.9, there is also another commutative diagram

open open openI'
Z(2,JK") > Z(2,iJ) ®R -^ > Z(2,Z) ®Z -K

where the top row consists of isomorphisms given by Theorem 7.2.1.16, and the composition of

the upper horizontal arrows is the same as the isomorphism af2KzY ^^s P u t together with the

definition of 1?2 R) (7-2.1.17) implies that (a^2,K,R) ° 7(2,K))\V(2,K) *S *^e same as the isomorphism

7?2 m ®RK followed by the canonical open immersion 7-{2,R)S ®RK <-»• Z(2)JR) ®RK. Hence the graph

TS
K of 7?2 R-. ®R K is an open, and therefore dense, subset of the graph TK of {ot(2,K,R) ° 1{2,K))-

Hence if U^ is an i?-open neighboorhood of the point represented by tp, then its base-change to K

contains the if-point (n, m) and therefore must intersect TS
K i.e., it contains a if-point of Ty*

(since the base-change of the graph of a morphism may be canonically identified with the graph of

the base-change of that morphism). As noted earlier, one concludes that F7(2 R. is also irreducible.

It now follows from 7.2.1.13 that

is an isomorphism. Thus one gets a morphism

7(2,*) : = (P2|r7(2ifi)) o (pi\T7(2R))-
1 : V(2iB) —»• Z(2)jR)

for which the underlying map is |7(2,ii) I a n d whose graph is indeed F7(2 R). Here p2 : V(2,R) x R

Z(2,.R) —^ ^(2,^) denotes the canonical second projection. Note that by the very construction,

7(2,B)|V(2 R\ factors through ?-{2,R)S by the isomorphism jL Ry
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Step 3: Projectivity of the Morphism 7(2,/?) • NOW a^2,R,z) ° 1(2,R) and 7(2,z) ®z R are

morphisms from the reduced scheme V(2,R) into the separated scheme Z(2,z)®zi? that agree on the

open dense subscheme Vf2 Ry Therefore they are equal. But then 7(2,z) is protective, and so the

same is true of 7(2,/?)) since «(2,/?,z) is separated.

Step 4: Specialization Properties of 7(2,/?)- Observe that the central downward arrow of the

first of the two commutative diagrams of Step 2 when restricted to V?2> m ®R K factors through the

isomorphism 7?2 m ®R K. Hence this morphism is precisely the same as 7(2,/?) ®R K. As noted in

Step 2, &(2,K,R)
 ls already a surjective closed immersion; so under the additional hypothesis that

the geometric fibers of ~Z-(2,R) o v e r R a r e reduced, ZQR) ®R K is reduced, and so a^,K,R) becomes

an isomorphism. This implies that «(2,/?,z) ®R K is also an isomorphism.

End of Proof of Theorem 7.2.2.1.

Step 4 of the above proof shows that Theorem 7.1.1.4 generalises as follows:

THEOREM 7.2.2.2 Let R satisfy the hypotheses 7.2.1.15 and suppose that the geometric fibres

of Z(n^) are reduced. Then these geometric fibres are in fact normal. If K is an algebraically closed

field which is also an R algebra, then the uniform categorical quotient M(n m
9 —> Z(nm of Theorem

7.1.1.2 specializes well i.e., its base change to K (over R) may be functorially identified with the

Mumford good quotient M{n,K)9 —^ Z(nĵ y
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